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NYCentral Modeler
The NYCentral Modeler focuses on providing information about modeling of the railroad in
all scales. This issue features articles, photos, and reviews of NYC-related models and
layouts. The objective for the publication is to help members improve their ability to model
the New York Central and promote modeling interests. Contact us about doing an article for
us. mailto:NYCSHS@verizon.net
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New York Central System Historical Society
The New York Central System
Historical Society (NYCSHS) was
organized in March 1970 by the
combined efforts of several
former employees of the New
York Central Railroad. The
NYCSHS is chartered as a nonprofit corporation under the laws
of the state of Ohio. The mission
of the NYCSHS is to perpetuate
the legacy of the New York
Central
System
and
its
predecessor lines and subsidiary
roads through the acquisition and
preservation of their various
histories, traditions, documents,
records, and artifacts; and
through the dissemination of
accurate information in a manner
that is consistent with good
stewardship and preservation.
Your membership gets you four
issues of the popularly acclaimed

Central Headlight, the official
publication of the NYCSHS.
The Central Headlight is only
available to members, and
each issue contains a wealth
of information each quarter.
From steam to diesel (and
electric), from freight to
passenger, from branchline
to mainline, the Central
Headlight covers it all. Our
Annual Meetings focus on
the preservation of New
York Central railroad history
with informative speakers,
presentations, and tours. The
Society also has many NYC
reference
books
and
drawings
available
for
purchase. Membership is
open to all; so don't delay;
join today! www.nycshs.net
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Layout Drawing Artist:
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The NYCSHS Modelers Committee
We have a NYCSHS Modelers Committee that now has 14 members. We meet on the phone about
once a month to strategize about what to do to support NYC modeling for our members.
The members of the committee are Dave Mackay, (Chair), Brian Marotta, Jeff English, Dave Staplin,
Paul Pickard, Lawrence Faulkner, Manuel Duran-Duran, Kyle Coble, Dan Seligmann, Seth Lakin,
Larry Grant, Ralph Schiring, Noel Widdifield, and Rich Stoving.
We have released more than 75 models at up to 20% off MSRP to our members and have sold more
than 1,500 models and taken pre-orders for many more. We have offered several HO-scale, Nscale, and O-scale models and are in the process of finding more HO-, N-, S-, and even O–scale
models to be released in coming months. Watch our website and Collinwood Shop online store for
more information. Website: NYCSHS.org and Collinwood Shop: NYCSHS.net
We have released many new NYC models over the last three years, but if you have some ideas for
us, contact us at NYCBigFour@verizon.net
NYCentral Modeler
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Thoughts from the Retiring President
Rich Stoving, NYCSHS President

After six years at the throttle of the NYCSHS, it is my intention to vacate the seat on the right side of
the cab as president come the Society’s 2017 Membership Meeting in Marlborough, Massachusetts
next month (alliteration unintended). Since this will be my last opportunity to pen this president’s
column (alliteration intended) I want to offer some thoughts concerning the relationship between the
Society and the modeling community.
For those of you who have been modeling the New York Central for at least a decade, you will recall
that there was a time when the Society’s support of the modeling community was rather dismal. Jim
Benedict ran his excellent “For the Modeler” column in Central Headlight, Director Tom Gerbracht
made engineering drawings available, and I offered prints of passenger car photographs, but that was
about it.
So it was with much joy that I welcomed in the first year of my presidency the issuance of this
electronic magazine. While at the same time freeing up space in Central Headlight for articles dealing
with the prototype System, it immediately opened up virtually unlimited space for articles of great
interest to modelers, and it made this material available in a much more timely manner. What’s more,
it served as a powerful membership recruitment tool. So here’s a tip of this old head’s cap to
NYCentral Modeler Editor Noel Widdifield and to all those who have contributed to make our
modeling magazine an outstanding success.
Next came the Society’s Modeling Committee, chaired until recently by (you guessed it) Noel, and
now by Director Dave Mackay. To this group goes the credit for making a huge variety of accurate or
near-accurate NYC models available. And storming down the track right behind it came the
Collinwood Shop, making it possible for Society members to purchase those models and much, much
more at a significant discount.
One thing that irks me is that despite our best efforts, some model manufacturers still don’t appear to
take New York Central modelers seriously. I know, of course, that they are in business to make
money, and that the introduction of yet another H-6 Mike simply makes more marketing sense than
tooling up to produce an H-5. But these same manufacturers appear to have no problem with
churning out accurate steam models representing certain other railroads. Could it be that the majority
of NYC modelers are less discriminating? I hope not, but our attempt to interest a major model
manufacturer in producing an accurate H-5 Mike generated only a lukewarm response from our
members. Perhaps an H-6 was good enough for many?
As some of you may know, I am an unabashed steam-era modeler, and for my part I will continue to
reject such abominations as a USRA light Pacific posing as a K-11 with a 4500-series number on the
cab, NEW YORK CENTRAL on the tender, and, no doubt, the ladder on the back of the tender on the
fireman’s side. But note that I wrote, “for my part.” In my book, model railroading should always be
fun, and it should always be what the individual modeler wants it to be. Regardless of how you enjoy
the hobby, I am confident that the NYCSHS, through the many services its new leadership will
provide, will continue to meet your own personal modeling needs.

NYCentral Modeler
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The NYCentral Modeler

From the Cab
As I put another issue of the magazine to bed, I
want to focus on some people who contributed to
the success of the Society and the NYCentral
Modeler.
As you have read in his column on the previous
page, our President, Rich Stoving, is leaving his
position after several very successful years in
promoting the modeling side of our organization. I
thank him for his support and encouragement over
the past six years. Rich has turned the Society
around with his excellent leadership and support.
As he explains, he will continue to edit our
outstanding Central Headlight and is even giving a
modeling
presentation
at
the
upcoming
convention. Thank you, Rich, for your support.
Our senior Proof Editor, Julie Sanders, is also
moving on. She has done an outstanding job of
finding and correcting our spelling, grammar and
layout errors since the magazine began. She is a
full-time 7th grade English teacher and a part time
professional editor and those jobs are demanding
more of her time. Thank you, Julie, for your
excellent work over the past six years.
Finally, I welcome the promotion of Bob Shaw to
the position of Associate Editor. Bob has worked as
a proof edition for the past year and has written
numerous articles for us. Congratulations, Bob.
If you like what we do or have suggestions, send
me your articles, comments, and/or corrections.
Thanks, Noel
Editor, NYCentral Modeler
NYCBigFour@verizon.net

NYCSHS Publications & Info

This publication of the NYCSHS is for the
purpose of providing NYCS modeling
information. It is a publication by the NYCSHS
Modeling Committee –- all rights reserved. It
may be reproduced for personal use only. It is
not for sale.
We encourage articles and photos submitted
for publication.
Materials submitted are
considered to be gratis and no reimbursement
will be made to the author(s) or the
photographer(s) or his/her representative(s).
The Society reserves the right to reject, for any
reason, any material submitted.
We need articles for scales in addition to HO.
We have published articles in Z-, S-, N-, HO-,
O-, 1/29-, and 1/32-scales. We do need articles
in all scales but want more non-HO articles.
Please contact the editor for submission
information and guidelines. We have a style
guide to be used for articles and will send it to
any aspiring author.
Photos should be
submitted at not less than 640 x 480 pixels and
in JPG, TIFF or PDF format. Statements and
opinions made are those of the authors and
don’t necessarily represent those of the Society.
We make every effort to ensure all information
is technically correct but do not guarantee it for
accuracy. All articles and photos should be
sent to: NYCBigFour@verizon.net
We really want to hear what you think
concerning this issue and about your modeling
or collecting. We will help you tell your story.
Be sure to check out NYCSHS on Facebook!

NYCSHSFacebook

NYCSHS-Members

NYCSHS Central Headlight: R. L. Stoving stoving@ptd.net

NYCSHS Books: NYCSHS Book Collection

NYCSHS Website: www.nycshs.org

NYCentral Modeler: Noel Widdifield: NYCBigFour@verizon.net

NYC Drawings: Tom Gerbracht: trg6000@roadrunner.com

NYCentral Modeler

NYC Passenger Cars: Dave Mackay: mackdave@optimum.net
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Dan Howard – A Realistic Approach

Page 63

This is Dan’s second article for us and we are proud to provide some
information about him in this issue since we failed to do that the last
time he wrote for us.
Dan was raised in eastern Massachusetts and is primarily a New Haven
railroad fan. His interest in the NYC comes from living in the midHudson Valley region for the past 24 years. In his childhood, he spent some time trackside
and built an early HO-scale layout in the family home. He left the hobby for several years
and began his current layout in 2010.
Dan lives with his wife, Mary, who is also his best friend and supports his hobbies of
railroading and biking. Read much more about Dan on page 62.

David Gallaway – Saranac Branch of the NYC - Early 1950s – Part 2

Page 35

David lives in Sydney, Australia, with his wife of 40 years, Debra. He has
two grown daughters, Krystle and Lauren. Dave recently retired after 46
years with Australia’s largest bank. While the majority of those years were
spent in the bank’s International Treasury Department in Sydney, he also
worked in the bank’s offices in Hong Kong, London, and New York.
His interest in the New York Central started while working in the New York office. The big
benefit of retirement means he has more time to focus on the layout and its completion, not
that he’s in a hurry. “I’m just enjoying the journey”, he says. Retirement also means time can
be allocated to his others interests including travelling to other countries around the world,
working out at the gym, and catching up on all those chores around the house that have
been left on hold for a number of years!

Keith Taylor - The NYC S-Class in Tinplate Form

Page 43

Keith grew up in Nutley, NJ where his bedroom overlooked the Nutley
station of the Erie Railroad. Watching trains was his favorite activity
growing up. Summers were spent with his grandparents in Stamford, CT.
His maternal grandfather worked for the New York, New Haven, and
Hartford Railroad, and they spent many happy hours riding on his pass.
Keith began his railroading career with the Lehigh Valley Railroad in the 1970s. He was
promoted to engineer in 1975 and continued to work as an engineer after the formation of
Conrail. During his time with Conrail he also spent some time as a Road Foreman of Engines
based out of Elizabeth Port, NJ. After determining that he much preferred running trains, he
NYCentral Modeler
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returned to being an engineer. After returning to engine service, he tried to work as many
different jobs as possible. Some of his favorite times on the railroad were when he worked in
Amtrak service between New York City and Washington, DC. After moving to the
Allentown, PA area, he worked mostly locals. In 1991 he had an accident at work, which left
him on a total disability pension. He and his wife then moved to Maine where they are
happily spending their retirement years. This is Keith’s second article for us

Kyle Coble Big Four 36’ Standard Boxcar (1897 - 1901

Page 51

This is Kyle’s seventh article for the NYCentral Modeler, and he continues his
interest in early 20th Century rolling stock. His previous articles were on building a
Big Four rolling stock and 3-D printing. Kyle continues his periodic series called
“The Early Car Shop” where he explores the early rolling stock of the New York
Central and its subsidiaries. Kyle is currently serving on the NYCSH “Futures”
committee and brings the prospective of a young NYC fan and modeler to the
committee.

L arry Faulkner and Manuel Duran-Duran Modeling NYC’s Standard Coalbox

Page 58

Larry (left) and
Manuel (right)

Larry has been writing articles for “The Harmon Files” Department for several years. Manuel
contributes his “From the New York Central Engineering Department” to support each of Larry’s
articles. Both of them have been major contributors to this magazine from the beginning. Each is an
excellent researcher, artist, engineer, and modeler. The two articles in this edition provide an
interesting model from the NYCS. You will learn about coal boxes along with mile and other markers
in these two articles.

NYCentral Modeler
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Bob Shaw New Associate Editor - NYCentral Modeler
Bob has stepped up to the role of Associate Editor with this
magazine, and this is his first issue in that role. We welcome Bob to
the senior staff.
He has served as a Proof Editor for the last several issues and has
contributed six previous articles to the magazine keeping us up-tospeed on his expanding O-scale NYCS layout.
A native of Schenectady, NY, Bob’s interest the New York Central began when he was a boy
and continues to be expressed today in the O-scale trains he runs, and the layouts he builds.
He enjoys talking trains with friends as a member of TCA (Train Collectors Association) and
LOTS (Lionel Operating Train Society).
Bob wrote six previous layout articles about building his creative interpretation of the
famous NYC Water Level Route. In our next issue (Part 7 of this series), he will discuss how
he added motive power by overhauling and converting an old Lionel AT&SF 622 Switcher
into NYC workhorse. It presents a good overview of the key components of a Lionel engine,
along with overhauling tips to ensure reliable operation.
Retired from careers as a corporate communications manager and special education teacher,
Bob and his wife Wanda live in southern Michigan. When not working on his trains or
writing about them, they both enjoy visiting their twin sons, spoiling their two
grandchildren, traveling and getting together with friends.
Please welcome Bob to his new role with us. He is a pleasure to work with and brings some
additional editing talent to the magazine.

Dale Madison, Williamsville, NY
Aug. 12, 1954 – Nov. 13, 2016
NYCSHS Member, Member NYCSHS Modelers
Committee
Dale was a long time member of the NYCSHS and served for the past two years on the
NYCSHS Modelers Committee. Dale was an HO-scale modeler and provided the committee
with many good ideas about the products to offer to members. He was also a source of
prototype information on our modeling efforts. We will miss him.

NYCentral Modeler
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The NYCentral Modeler Needs Some Articles
We are able to continue to publish this magazine because a few of you have been willing to
send us photos and articles about NYCS modeling. We know from our surveys that we have
almost 1,000 NYCS modelers out there in the membership. I know many of you think you
don’t have the ability to write an article, but we all do. We can provide you with tools to
help write an interesting and informative article for us. We really want to know more about
your collecting, modeling, or your layout. It only takes a couple of hours, and a camera or
cell phone to create a short article. All it takes is a phone call or email to us to get you
started. Help us help you to tell our members about your hobby. We are interested in all
scales and all of the different ways we share this hobby. Our readers want to hear about
your modeling. Please send us an email or give us a call, so we can help you get started.
NYCSHS@verizon.net or 703-407-3059
Thanks, Noel

NYCentral Modeler
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Z-Scale Locomotives

NEW UPGRADES

American Z Line








Front/Rear Knuckle Couplers
Axle Pin Tender Truck Pick-Ups
LED Wiring To Tender
4-4-0 Pony Truck Pick-Up
Extra Weight in Tender
Available With Factory Installed DCC & Sound

MSRP $269.98 Expected Delivery Now
E-M Diesel SD70ACe
The SD70ACe features a can motor, dual flywheels,
traction tires, directional controlled LED lighting,
AutoLatch™ couplers, fine pad printing, included
optional pilot and plow and the locomotive comes
DCC ready.

http://www.modelrectifier.com/trainslocomotives-s/115.htm
BLI

MSRP $219.00 Expected Delivery Now
http://www.americanzline.com/locomotives/emdsd70ace/

N-Scale Locomotives
MDC/Model Power

Prototype Photo

EMD SD70ACe
Features:





NYC 2-6-0 Mogul
FEATURES







5-Pole Mashima Motor
Metal Boiler, Chassis, and Cylinders
Separately Applied Metal Handrails
Golden White LED
Fly-Wheel Drive
Traction Tire Factory Installed

NYCentral Modeler







NEW! Paragon 3 Sound Featuring Rolling
Thunder
Authentic Sounds and Prototypical Operation
in both DC and DCC environments
Constant Intensity Directional Lighting with
Prototypical Headlight
All-Wheel Drive and All-Wheel Electrical PickUp
Equipped with Traction Tires
Locomotive Composition: ABS with Die Cast
Chassis
Couplers: (2) Operating Micro-Trains® #1015
or Compatible
Compatible Tracks: Code 55, 70, 83, & 100 Rail
Recommended minimum radius: 9.75"

MSRP $249.99 Expected Delivery Unknown
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designed to transport mail and postal freight across
the country.

Atlas

MSRP $31.80 Expected Delivery Now

EMD GP-7/9 “Torpedo Boat”
Features:
 Golden-white LEDs
 Directional lighting
 Separately-applied painted






handrails
Blackened metal wheels
Scale Speed™ motor
Factory-installed AccuMate®
magnetic knuckle couplers
Accurate painting and printing
AccuMate® couplers are made
under license from AccuRail, Inc.

This Paired-window coach is painted in the twotone post-war gray scheme with white ‘New York
Central’ letters. The roof is black and underframe is
dark gray and runs on 6-wheel passenger trucks.
These commuter coaches were often seen
throughout the NYC system.
MSRP $31.80 Expected Delivery Now
https://www.microtrains.com/index.php?route=product/category&pa
th=63_67
Bluford Shops

MSPR $119.95 Expected Delivery 1st Qtr.
2017
Also available in the NYCSHS
Collinwood Shop
N-Scale Rolling Stock

CCC&StL 30’6” Panel Side Hopper

Micro Trains

Cleveland Cincinnati Chicago & St. Louis Railroad
operated a dense network in Ohio, Indiana, Illinois
and Michigan. Vanderbilt and his New York
Central controlled the company since its formation
and CCC&StL freight cars routinely carried New
York Central Lines oval logos. Big Four rebuilt this
group of hoppers at their Beech Grove Shops with
panel sides provided by Union Metal Products in
March of 1935. This run will be available in three
road numbers.

NYC Baggage Car
This 70’ heavyweight mail baggage car is painted
in the two-tone post-war gray scheme with white
‘New York Central’ letters. The roof is black and
underframe is dark gray and runs on 6-wheel
passenger trucks. Major metropolitan areas
generated a lot of correspondence and during the
early 20th Century few rivaled New York. The
railroad had a huge fleet of cars specifically

NYCentral Modeler
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Pittsburgh & Lake Erie received more than 1,400 of
these panel side hoppers in 1937 from parent New
York Central System’s East Rochester shops. We
present them here in the paint scheme adopted in
March of 1944. Called the Little Giant, P&LE was
just 233 miles long but was so busy they required a
fleet of 25,000 freight cars to keep their customers
supplied. That’s an astonishing 107 cars for every
mile of mainline! This run will be available in six
road numbers.

In addition to building transfer cabooses for
themselves, NYC also built them for their many
subsidiaries and affiliates. One of these was the
Central Indiana Railway. CIRY was jointly owned
by New York Central and Pennsylvania Railroad
and hosted traffic from both to bypass congestion
in Indianapolis. Central Indiana Railway and their
caboose were included in the 1976 Conrail
consolidation.

MSRP for both $23.95 Single Car 2-Pack $47.90 &
3-pack $71.95
Expected Delivery 2nd Qtr. 2017

Also available in the NYCSHS
Collinwood Shop

Detroit Terminal Transfer Caboose
Detroit Terminal Railroad also received cabooses
from the NYC Despatch Shops in 1967. DTRR was
jointly owned at the time by New York Central and
Grand Trunk Western. The influence of both
parents can be seen in the lettering.
MSRP $37.95 Any of the Three Cabooses

NYC Transfer Caboose

Expected Delivery Autumn 2017

These cabooses are ready to run. The inclusion and
position of details varies with the road name to
better capture the appearance of the prototype. N
scale cabooses feature plastic bodies and details
with etched brass and wire details, knuckle
couplers and Fox Valley Models metal wheels.

Also available in the NYCSHS
Collinwood Shop
http://bluford-shops.com/
Bachmann

This run of New York Central transfer cabooses
features cars that were built after the 1966 ban on
running boards on new cars. At the time, NYC was
building the largest fleet of transfer cabooses in the
country at their Despatch Shops in Rochester, New
York and construction would continue through the
Penn Central merger.

Merchants Despatch 40’ Wood Reefer
MSRP $36.00 Expected Delivery Now

Central Indiana Railway Transfer Caboose

NYCentral Modeler

Also available in the NYCSHS
Collinwood Shop
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Intermountain




Interior lighting
Truck mounted knuckle couplers

MRSP $26.95 Expected Delivery September 2017
http://www.intermountainrailway.com/index2.html
NYCPS2-CD Covered Hopper
Pullman-Standard introduced the PS-2CD covered
hopper in 1962, and it helped change grain
shipping forever.

Also available in the NYCSHS
Collinwood Shop
Atlas

MRSP $26.95 Expected Delivery 1st Qtr. 2018

Also available in the NYCSHS
Collinwood Shop

NYC 1938 20th Century Limited Diner/Kitchen Car
Features:






Accurate painting and lettering
Wire grab irons
Interior details
Interior lighting
Truck mounted knuckle coupler

MRSP $26.95 Expected Delivery September 2017

Also available in the NYCSHS
Collinwood Shop

NYC 40’ PS-1 Boxcar
The 40’ boxcar built by Pullman Standard was one
of the most popular and widely boxcar used by
North American railroads. They were build
beginning in 1947 until production ceased in 1963.
The NYC owned thousands of these cars.
Features







Body mounted AccuMate couplers
Barber S-2A 50-ton trucks with metal wheels
Separately applied ladders
Etched metal roof walk
Stiffener roof
Ajax and Miner brake wheels

MSRP TBD Expected Delivery 3rd Qtr. 2017

NYC Post War 20 Century Limited Diner
Features:




Accurate painting and lettering
Wire grab irons
Interior details

NYCentral Modeler
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The original USRA (United States Railway
Administration) design box cars date from World
War I when car designs began to be standardized.
The double-sheathed version was the first widely
accepted 40-foot steel underframe boxcars placed
in service. Some 24,500 cars were delivered to 24
different railroads throughout the country.
Features:





5-5-5 or 7-8 steel ends
Fishbelly or standard center sill
Vertical or end mounted brakes
Steel or wood doors

MSRP $23.95 Expected Delivery 1st Qtr. 2017

Also available in the NYCSHS
Collinwood Shop
Micro-Trains

NYC ATSF Style Pacemaker Cupola Caboose –
Features





End rails
Rivet detail
AccuMate couplers
Ready-to-run

MSRP TBD Expected Delivery 3rd Qtr. 2017
Note: This model is so prototypically incorrect
that I cannot believe that Atlas is offering if for
sale.

HO-Scale Locomotives
Athearn

NYC AC&F 3-Bay CenterFlow Hopper
This 3-bay covered hopper with round hatches is
painted grey with black lettering and runs on
Barber Roller Bearing trucks. Built in 1964 as part
of series 886000 – 886096.
MSRP $29.95 Expected Delivery Now
https://www.micro-trains.com/

Also available in the NYCSHS
Collinwood Shop

SD70ACe Heritage NYC
FEATURES:









NYCentral Modeler

Correctly-sized operating ditch lights
Snowplow
Front and rear train line air hose with
silver tips
Multiple unit (MU) hoses with silver tips
Coupler cut bars
Train line air hoses
Flat or tapered front and rear anticlimbers
Safety tread on the walkways
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Nose or cab mounted headlight
Standard or isolated cab
Windshield wipers
Tinted side windows
Mirrors
Detailed and painted cab interior with
control stand, display screens, detailed
crew seats and optional grade crossing
camera
Airchime K5LLA horn with square or
“tube” style mounting bracket
Large antenna dome
Small GPS antenna dome
Inverter box with original X-panels, Xpanels with retrofitted louvers, factory
louvers, late EMD large intake or retrofit
large intake
See-through radiator fans
Etched dynamic brake grille and screen
with appropriate grid detail underneath
Dynamic brake louver variations per
prototype
Standard grille or Canadian-style “louver”
dynamic brake intakes
Chicago Blower brand air blower visible
behind the see-through grilles at the rear of
the locomotive
Early or late hand brake housing and
wheel
Early or late sander brackets
Factory installed wire grab irons
Different jacking pads
Plumbing alongside the frame appropriate
to the specific railroad and purchase order
Fuel tanks with single or dual fuel fillers
New version HTCR or HTSC trucks
Non-sound QuickPlug™ equipped with
NMRA 8-pin and 9-pin DCC plugs
McHenry scale knuckle spring couplers
Minimum radius: 18”
Recommended radius: 22”

MSRP DC $199.98 DCC w Sound $299.98
Expected Delivery Now
http://www.athearn.com/Products/Default.asp
x?ProdID=ATHG68876

NYCentral Modeler

Bachmann

The advent of heavier, longer passenger trains in
the early 20th century called for a new type of
steam locomotive. The 4-6-2 (or Pacific class as it
came to be known) answered that call in 1901. It
went on to become the predominant express
passenger engine for over 40 years.
Bachmann’s new DCC sound-equipped 4-6-2
includes our Sound Value SoundTraxx® steam
package with authentic prototypical chuff, short
and long whistles, bell, air pump, steam release,
and blower—all in 16-bit polyphonic sound.
MSRP $399.00

Expected Delivery Now

Note: This locomotive represents a USRA Pacific
and is not representative of the NYC Pacific
locomotives.
http://shop.bachmanntrains.com/index.php?main
_page=index&cPath=258_276_1055

HO-Scale Rolling Stock
Accurail

36’ Double Sheath Wood Boxcars – Steel Roof,
Steel End, Fishbelly Frame (NYC)
Thanks to the Master Car-Builders Association, by
the early years of the Twentieth Century the
interior dimensions of boxcars had become
standardized, with an interior length of 36’. Cars
were wood framed, covered with wood siding.
Steel underframes, with either straight or deep

2nd Quarter 2017
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“fishbelly” sills, had replaced wood, and steel was
beginning to be used for roofs and ends. The kit
models what had become the most common boxcar
of the Roaring Twenties, with cars remaining in
service through the end of WWII and in company
service for years after that.
This model has a 1912-build date and a 1922
reweigh. This is the second paint scheme that the
car would have worn (NYC 257783 was originally
LS&MS 89783). This paint scheme is most
appropriate through all of the 1920s.

NYC&HR 36’ Double Sheath Wood Boxcar w/
Steel Roof, Wood Ends Fishbelly Underframes,
and Wood Doors (NYC&HR)

MSRP Single Cars $17.98
MSRP Single Cars $17.98
Expected Delivery Now

Also available in the NYCSHS
Collinwood Shop

Expected Delivery Now

Also available in the NYCSHS
Collinwood Shop
B&A Special Livery NYCSHS Exclusive 36’
Double Sheath Wood Boxcar

36’ Double Sheath Wood Boxcar w/ Fishbelly
Underframes 3-Car Set P&LE, CI&S and
PMcK&Y)
These three cars are all in their 1910 and 1912 asbuilt schemes, so are good to the early 1920s.
MSRP 3-Pack $52.98 Single Cars $17.98
Expected Delivery Now

Also available in the NYCSHS
Collinwood Shop

NYCentral Modeler

In final design stages with Accurail.
MSRP

$27.50

NYCSHS

Expected Delivery
Convention

May

Members Price $22.00
2017

at

NYCSHS

Will be available at the NYCSHS
Convention and in Collinwood Shop
after the Convention.
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Intermountain

MDT R-40-23 Reefer
Features




Accurate painting and lettering
Metal wheelsets
Kadee couplers

MSRP $32.95 Expected Delivery April 2017

NYC USRA Twin Hoppers 3-Car Set

http://www.intermountainrailway.com/newshocomingsoon.html

March 2017

Also available in the NYCSHS
Collinwood Shop
http://accurail.com/accurail/index.htm
Bethlehem Car Works

MCRR USRA Gondola
Features




Accurate painting and lettering
Metal wheelsets
Kadee couplers

MSRP $31.95 Expected Delivery June/July 2017
NYC Horse Car
Horse Car Craftsman Kit with Brass Car Sides
Comes without Trucks, wheels & couplers
MSRP $87.50 Expected Delivery Now

Also available in the NYCSHS
Collinwood Shop

NYC PS2-CD Covered Hoppers - Early End Frame
Version
Features




NYCentral Modeler

Etched metal roofwalks
Accurate painting and lettering
Metal wheelsets
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Kadee couplers

MSRP $42.95 Expected Delivery Aug/Sep 2017

S-Scale Rolling Stock
American Models

classic back again with Whistle Steam for the first
time!
Features







NYC Budd Vista Dome Passenger Car
Features






Full interiors
LED lighting upstairs and down
Cast metal frame
Metal composite trucks with all wheel electrical
pick up for non-flickering lighting.
Added grab irons and details.

MSRP $109.95 Expected Delivery Now
Note: The NYC did not have any dome cars.
http://americanmodels.com/rolling.stock/budd_vi
sta_dome.html

O-Scale Locomotives
Lionel














IR Transmitter works with LCS SensorTrack™
Maintenance-free motor with momentum
flywheel
Wireless Tether™ connection between
locomotive and tender
ElectroCoupler™ on rear of tender
Directional lighting including operating
headlight and back-up light on rear of tender
Illuminated classification lights on the front of
locomotive
Traction tires
Interior illumination in cab
Die-cast metal locomotive body, pilot, and
trucks
Die-cast metal tender body and trucks
High level of separately applied metal details
Separately applied builder’s plate
Synchronized fan-driven smoke unit
Adjustable smoke output
Authentically detailed cab interior
Cab “glass” windows
Engineer and fireman figure
Whistle Steam

MSRP $1299.99 Expected Delivery Oct 2017

Also available in the NYCSHS
Collinwood Shop

NYC E8A/A
NYC USRA Light Mikado
The light Mikado was among the most common of
the locomotive designs produced under the United
States Railway Administration's operation of the
nation's railroads during World War I. More than
600 standardized light Mike's were built under the
orders of the USRA - thousands of nearly identical
copies would continue to roll out of Alco, Baldwin
and Lima long after the War. Lionel brings this

NYCentral Modeler

The NYC had 60 E8As delivered in four orders
from June 1951 through September 1953. The last
order spelled the end of steam locomotives on
Lines east.


LEGACY® Control System-equipped - able to
run in LEGACY® Control Mode, in
TrainMaster® Command Control mode, or in
Conventional mode with a standard
transformer Odyssey II Speed Control

2nd Quarter 2017
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LEGACY® RailSounds® sound system
featuring:
CrewTalk™ dialog and TowerCom™
announcements, each with different scenarios
depending on whether the locomotive is in
motion or stopped
Six official railroad speeds with Crewtalk™
dialog
Dual powerful maintenance-free motors
B-unit unpowered
Refined Conventional Transformer Control
Mode with lower starting speeds
Traction tires
Engineer and conductor figures
BOTH UNITS FEATURE













Fan-driven smoke unit
Adjustable smoke output in LEGACY®
Control or Train Master Command Control
Directional LED headlights
Front ElectroCouplers™ (front and rear on 684084)
Working Mars Lights (where appropriate)
Die-cast metal trucks, pilot and fuel tank
High level of separately applied details
Cab window glass
Illuminated number boards
Operating front marker lights
Illuminated cab interior

MSRP $999.99 Expected Delivery Oct 2017

Also available in the NYCSHS
Collinwood Shop

Motors would serve alone until the more powerful
T-motors began to arrive in 1913, eventually
displacing them from main line passenger duties.
From that point the class was assigned to shorter
commuter trains and deadhead rolling stock
between Grand Central Terminal and Mott Haven
coach yard. Some examples, including the
prototype later renumbered #100, would serve in
this capacity through the Penn Central merger in
1968, only being retired in the 1970s as long
distance passenger traffic to Grand Central dried
up.
The offerings include NYC&HR, 2 NYC, a NYC
“Lightning Stripe” and a Penn Central models.
Features















IR Transmitter works with LCS SensorTrack™
Maintenance-free motor with momentum
flywheel
ElectroCoupler™ on front and rear of tender
(A-A set has ElectroCouplers on front only)
Traction tires
Refined Conventional Transformer Control
Mode with lower starting speeds
Adjustable smoke output
Directional lighting including LED headlights
Marker lights on front and rear
Illuminated number boards
Lighted cab interior
Die-cast metal trucks, pilot, and fuel tank
Metal frame
High levels of separately applied metal details
Engineer and conductor figures
Additional Features:





The S-Motor was the class designation given by the
New York Central to its ALCO-GE built S-1, S-2, S2a and S-3 electric locomotives. The S-Motors hold
the distinction of being the world's first massproduced main line electric locomotives with the
prototype #6000 being constructed in 1904. The S-

NYCentral Modeler

Die-cast body and frame
Sprung pantographs
Swinging Bell - bell swings back and forth in
sync with sounds
Single powerful maintenance-free motor

MSRP $799.99 Expected Delivery Oct 2017

Also available in the NYCSHS
Collinwood Shop
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O-Scale Rolling Stock

Features:

Lionel











NYC PS-1 Boxcar – Freight Sounds Version

Die-cast trucks with operating couplers
Designed for easy conversion to body-mounted
scale couplers (scale couplers not included)
Designed for easy conversion to 2-Rail
(conversion kit sold separately)
Accurate paint schemes and road numbers
Road Numbers: 164150, 164203, 164214, 164222,
164264, 164289
Gauge: O Gauge
Scale Type: Scale
Min Curve: O31
Dimensions: Length: 11 ½"

MSRP 6-Pack $329.94 Expected Delivery 2017

Features:










Realistic sound that replicates train sounds
play when car is in motion
o Rail clatter
o Wheel flange squeal
o Coupler slack bumping
Each car includes a BABY FATBOY SPEAKER
and sound enclosure for optimum sound
performance
Operates on any conventional or command
control layout
Volume control and on/off switch
Maximum / Minimum switch
Die-cast metal sprung trucks with operating
couplers with hidden uncoupling tabs
Opening Youngstown or Superior doors per
prototype

MSRP $129.99 Expected Delivery Now

NYC 14-Panel Hopper
Features:










Die-cast trucks with operating couplers
Designed for easy conversion to body-mounted
scale couplers (scale couplers not included)
Designed for easy conversion to 2-Rail
(conversion kit sold separately)
Accurate paint schemes and road numbers
Road Numbers: 164150, 164203, 164214, 164222,
164264, 164289
Gauge: O Gauge
Scale Type: Scale
Min Curve: O31
Dimensions: Length: 11 ½"

MSRP 6-Pack $329.94 Expected Delivery 2017

NYC PS-1 Boxcar

NYCentral Modeler
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Atlas

NYC Empire State Express Stainless Passenger
Cars
In 1941 the New York Central ordered new
lightweight stainless steel cars for the ESE trains
from Budd. Initially a Hudson with matched
streamlined stainless steel panels was used. The NYC
planned their first day of operation with the new
fluted equipment as December 7, 1941, but drew
little fanfare as the US was focused on the attack of
Pearl Harbor.

Features

21" PASSENGER CAR
 Die-cast operating "Kinematic" couplers auto
adjust for close coupling on straightaways and
wider coupling on curves
 LED lighting with capacitors for flicker-free
running Separately applied details on
undersides and bodies
 Narrow or full width diaphragms per
prototype
 All-New body tooling
 Durable plastic bodies
 Detailed interiors Flush-fitting windows
 Scale Coupler mounting pads
 Die-cast metal sprung trucks

REA 53’ GARX Wood Express Reefer
The General American 53' 6" Wood Express
Refrigerator cars were among the most common
cars of this type used in the US. Not only were
they used by many Class I railroads in express mail
and passenger service, they were perhaps best
known in the liveries of the express companies,
such as American Railway Express and Railway
Express Agency.
Features
 Sprung die cast GS Commonwealth express car
trucks
 All metal ladders, stirrups and grab irons
 Detailed underframe. Opening doors and roof
hatches
 Accurate painting and lettering
 Approximate length: 13.5"
 Minimum radius curve: 36” (2-Rail)'
 Minimum diameter curve: 0-36” (3-Rail)
MSRP TBD Expected Delivery 3rd Qtr. 2017

Single cars, two-packs and four-packs
MSRP 4-Pack $619.99/2-Pack $309.99/Single Diner
w/ RailSounds $299.99
Expected Delivery Oct 2017

Also available in the NYCSHS
Collinwood Shop
http://www.lionel.com/

NYCentral Modeler

NYC 3-Bay Cylindrical Hopper
Features










Accurail printing and lettering
5pring die-cast 10-0-ton roller-bearing trucks
with roiling bearing caps
Opening hatches
True ¼” dimensions and details
Realistic see-through roof walks
Separately-applied grab irons
Separately-applied broke detail
Die-cast articulated couplers (3-Roil)
3 Bay Minimum radius curve: 0-31 (3-Rail)
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MSRP TBD Expected Delivery 4th Qtr. 2017
http://www.atlaso.com/welcome.htm

Also available in the NYCSHS
Collinwood Shop
Magazines
NMRA Magazine December 2016

Mr. Russell tells about a facility to “wash off”
animals being transported in stock cars on the
NYC. Located at Wayneport, NY, the facility
enabled a brakeman to hose down the animals in
the stock cars as the train slowly passed by. The
article includes some photos of the facility when it
was in use as well as the same location today. It
also includes an O-scale drawing of the facility and
a stock car.
Model Railroad News March 2017

The cover photo is taken from one of the layouts
featured in the NMRA 2017 National Convention
in Orlando, Florida, July 30 – Aug 6. A goodlooking EMD F unit leads a string of fright cars.
Coverage of the convention begins on page 12 and
provides some great shots of the Central Florida
Railroad Modelers Club based upon a fictitious
subsidiary of the NYC in West Virginia. You will
find lots of NYCS action on the layout.
NMRA Magazine January 2017

The cover photo shows Bachmann’s new EMD E7A
and complete coverage of the new model is found
on pages 46 – 53.
MRN also does a short review of the NYCSHS new
DVD, New York Central System Diesel Locomotives by
William D. Edson with H.L. Vail, Jr. and C.M.
Smith. This DVD is available in the Collinwood
Shop for $35.00 MSRP or $27.00 for NYCSHS
members.
The Train Collectors Quarterly January 2017

“LS &MS Coke Car” by Thomas Waite, p. 24
This article tells the story of the 200 coke cars
numbered 95000 – 96999 ordered from the
American Car & Foundry starting in August 1909.
It includes a great photo of one of the cars.
“Hogwasher” by Harold W. Russell pp. 30 -31

NYCentral Modeler
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The quarterly magazine from the Train Collectors
Association (TCA) features the above cover photo
of a NYC Dreyfus Hudson.
“Cover Story 20th Century Christmas” p. 4
An interesting article by Harold Walters that
discusses how he created the cover photo using
Leslie Ragan’s 1945 NYC calendar painting and
some interesting photo techniques.
Classic Toy Trains January 2017

This is a new quarterly magazine from White River
Productions aimed at those interested in the history
of HO-scale railroad models. It is edited by Tony
Cook and Tony Lucio. This first edition has some
NYCS HO-scale models produced or advertised
and not produced in the past.
Model Railroader February 2017

“Photo Album Your Pictures” p. 10
The page has a photo of David Baule’s S-Gauge 11’
X 25’ layout with the nose of a NYC PA-1 sticking
out beyond one of the Department 56 structures on
his nicely done layout.
Classic Toy Trains February 2017

“Upstate New York in 1948” by Jim Heidt pp. 48 –
51
Jim models the Ogdenburg & Norwood Railway’s
Northern Division. It interchanges with the NYC
secondary line between Syracuse and Montreal on
a 24’ X 30’ plus 7’ X 20’ layout. The article features
some photos of NYC locos and rolling stock.
Model Railroader March 2017

“Lionel Sets for 1947” by Joe Algozzini and Roger
Carp pp.44-49
This article provides complete coverage of the
Lionel trains offered in detail. It includes a photo
of streamline loco resembling a NYC Hudson, but
with a 2-6-4 wheel arrangement labeled New York
Central. Although Lionel has offered some very
authentic looking NYC models over the years, this
one is certainly not authentic.
HO Collector Spring 2017

NYCentral Modeler

“Building a Portable Staging Fiddle Yard” by
Rich DeCandido pp. 38 – 40
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This article by NYCentral Modeler author Rick
provides an option for model railroaders with
space limitations. If you look closely you can see
some of the NYC locomotives and rolling stock that
this excellent NYCS modeler possesses. We can
only hope that Rick will consent to write another
article or two for us.
Railroad Model Craftsman March 2017

We plan to move part of this activity to the
Headquarters in mid-May.
The task consists of purchasing packaging
supplies and mailing material, preparing
the books, DVDs, calendars and Central
Headlights purchased online in the
Collingwood Shop, before mailing the
material out to the members who have
ordered them.
We will provide training in how to do
these functions and will provide the
funding for all required purchases.

“Bob’s Barber Shop” by Dr. Geoff Bunza,
NYCSHS Member, pp. 38 -411
In the article Geoff adds an electric sign and
operating barber pole to his model of Bob’s
barbershop. The sign is pretty straightforward, but
the barber pole requires a lot of skill and hard work
to make it realistic. This is a great little project to
add realism to a layout.

We estimate that these tasks will require
about four to six hours a week spread over
a couple of days. We would like to sign up
at least two volunteers to have backup
coverage for the tasks.
These volunteer positions of “NYCSHS
Shipping Agent” would allow you to give
support to our organization in a very
critical mission area for us.
You would be working in the area of our
archive and would be able to interact with
our Archive Volunteer Crew in the facility.
Most of them are in the facility several
days each week, so you would not be there
alone.

The NYCSHS Needs Your
Help
If you live in the Cleveland area, the
NYCSHS needs some help as we continue
to move critical functions into our new
headquarters building in Middleburg
Heights, Ohio.

If you are willing to volunteer for this very
important position, please send an email
to NYCSHS@verizon.net or call Noel
Widdifield at 703-407-3059 who will
explain all of the details of what is
involved.

We need a couple of volunteers willing to
spend a few hours each week to help us
ship items we sell in the Collinwood Shop.
NYCentral Modeler
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Noel,
(Please read this with a smile on your face
- I'm really not getting angry at you!)
I hope you're not that upset with me - first
my bio and pic didn't appear in the issue
with my article, and then I didn't even
make it onto the "hall of heroes" pages of
the latest issue! Below is part of the e-mail
I sent earlier this year with my bio and
photo. By the way, my shirt size is 2XL
Dan Howard
Dan,
I am terribly sorry we omitted you. Not
sure how that happened. We will correct
that in the next issue. Thanks for your
shirt size. I will send you a shirt after the
first of the year. I have no idea how we
omitted your photo and bio in the 4th Qtr.
one too. That is probably how we missed
your photo in the Hall of Heroes this
time. I owe you big time. I will publish
your bio and photo and apology in the
next issue.
It sounds like you are making some good
progress with the layout. Your article was
really good and I can’t believe that we all
made both mistakes.
Please accept my apology again. I wish
you had said something when your bio
and photo didn’t appear in the last one. I
will also include the photos you attached
and the updates.
Thanks, Noel
Noel,
No problem - I fully anticipated it was an

NYCentral Modeler

honest omission. With everything that
goes into producing a sizable document
such as this, at times things will fall
through the cracks.
Glad you enjoyed my article. Always nice
to receive feedback, especially when it’s
positive!
Are you interested in an article on
operations? Specifically the car cards,
locomotive cards, waybills, train cards,
symbols, etc. and how they are used to
realistically operate my layout? It would
be relatively easy to compose it with
NYCS featured prominently.
Thank you again and wishing you a very
happy holiday season and prosperous
New Year.
Keep up the great work on the Modeler
magazine!
Dan
Please see page 62 for more on this
mistake with Dan. And be sure to read
Dan’s latest article on page 63.
Hi Noel,
Yesterday I sent you a check of $145.42 for
the supposedly cancelled order #5195,
which reached my "Zoll" (customs postal
station) earlier this week. I had Mike
cancel it because I wanted to add another
item in the same format to save postage.
Snail Mail to NYC usually takes a
minimum of 3 days; please let me know
when you get it.
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FYI I was not able to pay for it with my CC
(2nd.order) on the PayPal site. I land on a
page in German from PayPal (US).
Perhaps they have different rules there, no
Idea!
I especially enjoyed the last issue of the
NYCentral Modeler because of Dan
Howard's Article since I lived nearby as a
teenager and have subsequently also
researched the Central New England
Railway. I would appreciate getting his
email address so that we could exchange
notes more conveniently.

Noel
Noel,
The Lake Placid Station that I had Rich
Cobb build for me is featured in the 2017
Walthers Catalog.
Thought you might be interested.
Regards,
David Gallaway

Furthermore I would like to express my
appreciation for the efforts that you and all
the other officers and directors undertake
for the benefit of the membership.
Best Regards,
Richard Schumann,
Germany

Isernhagen,

David has another article in the upcoming
3rd Qtr. 2017 NYCentral Modeler.

P.S. I still don't understand why the Mail
Chimp pictures are not available to my
mail provider but show up in my browser.

Mystery Photo 1st Qtr. 2017 Edition

Jr.,

Richard,
I don’t pretend to understand how things
work between the US and Germany, but
we appreciate your hard work to make
things happen.
Dan will enjoy hearing your appreciation
for his fine article. You will see more of
his layout in this edition of the magazine.
It is also nice to hear your appreciation for
the work we all do to try to support the
membership in the best way possible.
Thank you for being a member,

NYCentral Modeler

Looks like the engineer's position on a T-3
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electric.
Where
would
it
found? Mostly, somewhere between

be

Harmon and GCT. Or in a museum at
Glenmont, NY.
Peter Weiglin 12/23/16 3:56 pm

James Beverley, III 12/23/16 7:18 pm
Judging by the curved front wall of the
cab. I would say it is the cab of a
Cleveland Union Terminal motor later
sent to Grand Central Terminal.

Is it possibly the M-8 as rebuilt by the
West Albany shop - or one of the Brill or
Osgood-Bradley built units?

Apparently the little tykes were just done
in HO-scale, as there was one running
over Donner Summit on the San Leandro
Railroad Historical Society in California. It
was running as point helper to a cab
forward. We model under the IOL (It's
our layout) rule.

Joseph Levitzky 12/23/16 6:31 pm

Ted Finkbohner 1/2/17 9:30 pm

Hello, to me it looks like the engineer's
side of the cab of a T or R motor.

And here is the answer:

Clearly it's a motorcar - but which one
specifically?

NYCentral Modeler

Interior of locomotive cab showing
operator's position on the CUT electric.
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Hello,

I am doing some detail painting on
my HO Dreyfuss Hudson. What I am
curious about, is whether or not the pilot
wheels were color matched to the drivers,
or if they were a darker color? Look
forward to hearing from you.
Thank you, Brendan
Brendan,
This is the best we can come up with for
you. They look like they might have been
gray with silver-rimmed tires? Weather
them all grimy black. See the attached
photo.

Brendan,
If you are a modeler you might enjoy
reading our online magazine NYCentral
Modeler. You can read or download them
all
at:
https://nycshs.org/for-themodeler/nycentral-modeler/
If you would be interested in contributing
an article for our publication, just let me
know and we can help you show off your
modeling skills.
Thanks, Noel
Noel,
Thank you for the additional information,
I will definitely try to make use of it when
I eventually, construct a proper HO
layout. I am a modeler, but I have been
out of the hobby for a while, and I would
say that my skills have definitely
atrophied to a degree. I do appreciate the
offer to contribute to the society, but at the
moment I will have to decline.
Again, thank you for your assistance.

Thanks, Noel

Brendan

Noel,

Hello Noel:

I appreciate your assistance; this photo is
by far the best color image I've seen. I'll
attempt to try to match the color as best I
can, if that proves unsuccessful, even
though it might not be historically
accurate, and possibly sacrilegious, I'll
match the pilot to the drivers.

I have a question that hopefully you or
someone around there can answer about a
NYC gondola.

Again, thank you, Brendan

The main question is if this gondola was
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I will be referring to our Kit #8153, 46 ft.
Clone Gondola, Dreadnaught Ends,
NYC/P&LE.
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lettered for NYC, and if so, what era?
I can only find Al's photos of the car
lettered for P&LE, but the decal set has
lettering for NYC and PMcK&Y.
Might you have a photo of this car in NYC
lettering?
Here is what info I have found about the
car: Lot 558 G, 1927.
Thank you,
Andrew Dahm, Westerfield Models
Andrew,
Company photos of 557G and 558G
attached. This should do it for you.
Have a great Holiday.
The above three photos are from the NYCSHS
collection.

Noel
Hello Noel:
Thank you for the photos and info. That
does clear it up!
Thank you,
Andrew Dahm
westerfieldmodels@gmail.com
This exchange is included here to show
you how the NYCSHS works with model
manufacturers to help them “get it NYCS
right”. This research was done by four
NYCSHS directors and members, all with
email exchanges. This happens pretty
frequently for us.

NYCentral Modeler
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Dear Sir,
I have just looked at the NYCHS website
and all that it has to offer. I am
particularly interested in the NYCentral
Modeler. Is that included in the
membership fee of $39.00? (I think I
remembered the correct amount.)
Dick Tabor
Richard,
The magazine is posted on our website for
download or viewing. It is free to anyone
who goes there. You can access it
at: https://nycshs.org/for-themodeler/nycentral-modeler/
Just follow the instructions on that page
and you can open any one of the many
editions we have published.

modeling of NYC tank cars, which seem to
have been built in 1952. There are actually
few rivets to count on the car, as the tank
is completely welded; thus, shaving off all
of the rivets on an Athearn single-dome
tank car, lowering the tank railing to the
midline of the tank itself, changing the
ladders and tie-down bands, installing
grabs, and raising the dome a bit should
yield a very nice and accurate model of
one of these cars.
Furthermore, I don't know if I have
completed the re-registration process for
the NYCSHS; could you please let me
know if I have? If not, I will begin reregistering very soon. Attached are photos
of such a tank car that I took at the
NNYCRRM in Elkhart a few years ago.

If you have problems let me know.
Thanks, Noel
Thanks Noel,
That is what I did this morning. I'm very
impressed with what I read and saw. It is
easy to follow/navigate. I am interested in
purchasing a calendar and what the
Collinwood Shop has to offer.
I look forward to looking at the back issues
as well.
Dick
Hi Noel,

Phil Lee

I saw Dean Apostal's note regarding the
NYCentral Modeler
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Phil,

Has Your Membership Expired?

Noel was kind enough to forward your
email to me. You may be pleased to know
that I am currently working on a way to
model this car a little easier than what you
propose. Intermountain is producing a
10,000 Gal Welded Tank car that is a
reasonable stand-in for the NYC car. (See
attached photo). We can buy it
undecorated in black. I am waiting to get a
quote on custom decals to letter these cars.
With any luck, we will have an offering in
the next month or two.
I'm glad to hear from folks like you who
are trying to come up with methods to
model the NYC. Please feel free to share
your ideas and thoughts with me. I am the
Modeling Committee Chairman, and am
always looking for new offerings.

If you received this postcard in the mail,
you have not renewed your membership
for 2017 and we miss you.
Best Regards,
Dave Mackay
Phil,
I forgot to tell you. As of tonight, we do
not have your 2017 renewal. You can go
the store at NYCSHS.net to renew.
Dave
Phil renewed, but many of you did not and we
hope that you will go to the Collinwood Shop
or download the renewal form from the
website and renew so you don’t miss out on
any of the excitement here in the NYCSH.

NYCentral Modeler

Please renew today so that you don’t miss
out on another year of NYCSHS benefits.
To catch up on this issue, to receive your
next three issues on time, and to continue
all of the benefits of membership, please
take a moment to renew your
membership.
You
can
renew
www.NYCSHS.net

online

at:

Or by downloading a renewal form at:
https://nycshs.files.wordpress.com/2016
/08/2017-renewal-form2.pdf
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New York Central System Historical Society, Inc.
2017 Convention & Meeting
Marlborough, Massachusetts - May 5 – May 7, 2017
The Best Western Royal Plaza Hotel

181 Boston Post Road West, Marlborough, MA 01752

Schedule
Friday, May 5, 2017
 Registration
 Speaker Presentations
 Self-Guided Activities
 Collinwood Shop open
Saturday, May 6, 2017
 Bus to Worcester Union Station with
rail excursion on the former Boston &
Albany line to Historic Boston South
Station
 Convention Banquet at Best Western
Hotel
 Guest Speaker, Brian Solomon, Author
 General Members Meeting
 Collinwood Shop open following
Meeting
Sunday, May 7, 2017
 Train Show 9 am – 3 pm
 Speaker Presentations
NYCSHS Website: www.NYCSHS.org to
download registration forms.
Register in our store: www.NYCSHS.net
Disclaimer: The schedule & list of speakers and
layouts is the best that the committee
understands as of March 1, 2017, and may
change due to factors beyond its control.

Historic Sites















Boston Historic South Station
Worcester Union Station
Palmer Union Station
Highland Branch/Riverside Line
Chester, MA – NYC (CSX) Mainline
State Line Tunnel – NYC (CSX)
Mainline
Berkshire Scenic RR Museum
Springfield Union Station
West Springfield Yard
Worcester CSX Intermodal Yard
Boston North Station
Famed Hoosac Tunnel
Eadaville Railroad

Hobby Stores & Layouts



Charles Ro Supply Company
Palmer Hobbies

Hotel Rooms

$129 – standard room. $159 – deluxe room, both plus
6.25% tax. Cut off date for reservations are
Wednesday, April 5, 2017. Best Western Royal Plaza.
1-888-543-9500. 181 Boston Post Road West
Marlborough, MA 01752 www.rplazahotels.com

Presenters

Carl Liba – “The New England
States, Boston to Chicago”
 Malcom Laughlin – “B&A
Memories from 50s, 60s, and
Later”
 Malcom Laughlin – “Current
Carload Freight on Former B&A”
 Nick Ariemma – “Railroad
Photography (Then & Now)”
 Robert Jones – “B&A Latest
Book”
 Mike Tylick – “B&A History”
 Victor Hand – “The Railroad
Photography of Victor Hand”
 Noel Widdifield – “NYCSHS
Resources to Model the NYCS”
 Larry Faulkner & Manuel DuranDuran – “Digital Methods For
NYC Structure Modeling”
 Richard Stoving – “My Final
Layout”
Some of these presentations may change
and others will be added. Openings are
still available. If you have a presentation
you would like to give, contact Joe
Burgess at debjoeb@aol.com or Noel
Widdifield at NYCBigFour@verizon.net
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New York Central System Historical Society
2017 Convention & Meeting
Marlborough, MA May 5 – May 7 2017
Registration Form

Please Print
Name of Attendee_______________________________________________________________Member #_________

Name(s) of Additional Attendee(s)_________________________________________________________________
Address_______________________________________________________________________________________________

City______________________________________________State/Provence_________Zip/Postal Code_________

Country_____________________________Telephone_____________________Email___________________________
Emergency Contact Name (Other than traveling companions)__________________________________

Emergency Contact Phone Number___________________________Relationship_______________________
Number of Attendees________________ Total Amount Paid $______________________

Banquet Choices: Number of each selection. (Must add up to the number of registrations.)
Beef___

Chicken____

Scrod_______

Please send payment & registration to: NYCSHS
Joe Burgess
P.O. Box 756
Walpole, MA 02081
debjoeb@aol.com
Please make checks payable to NYCSHS, Inc.

Registration Fee:

NYCSHS Members’ (Including family members) cost is $179.00 each for all activities
including the Saturday evening banquet. Non-members can register at $179.00 plus a fee
of $39.00. The extra fee covers membership in the Society for one year, including all rights
and benefits, along with one year of the Central Headlight.

Hotel Rooms have been made available at the: Best Western Royal Plaza
181 Boston Post Road West
Marlborough, MA 01752
www.rplazahotels.com
Please call the hotel directly at 1-888-543-9500. Rooms can be reserved at the rate of
$129.00 standard room and $159.00 deluxe room both plus 6.25% tax. Cut off date for a
reservation is Wednesday, April 5, 2017. You are responsible for making your own
reservations. They are not included in this registration.
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The NYCSHS All Scale Train Show
Free Admission

Sunday, May 7, 2017
Best Western Royal Plaza
181 Boston Post Road West
Marlborough, MA 01752
Show Hours 9:00 am – 3:00 pm

• Models in All Scales
• Railroad Items, Including
Timetables and Railroad
collectibles
• Railroad Artists.
• Books, DVDs and Videos
• Model Railroad Dealers,
in all Scales
• The Hub Modular
Railroad, Showcasing NYC
and New England models
• NYCSHS Collinwood Shop
Featuring NYCS & B&A
Products
• Close to Boston & Historic
Sites
Tables $25.00
For Information Contact:
Malcolm Laughlin
mlaughlinnyc@yahoo.com
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Saranac Branch of the NYC - Early 1950s - Part 2
Article by David Gallaway
In the 3rd Qtr. 2015 issue of the NY Central
Modeler, I covered in some detail the
construction of my HO-scale layout; the
Saranac Branch of the New York Central
set in the early 1950’s.
The layout is fast approaching completion.
In the aforementioned article, I noted that
the towns of Ray Brook, Lake Placid and
surrounding areas were yet to be finished.

Dave had made a very good start on his
layout when he wrote his article in the 3rd Qtr.
2015. The progress is remarkable and we will
see what he has done by comparing this photo
to the ones to come in this article.

Well that has pretty well been
accomplished. The town of Ray Brook and
its industrial siding are completed and a
good portion of Lake Placid as well.
While there were a couple of sidings at
Ray Brook, they were certainly not
“industrial”. On the north side of the
station was a team track to spot occasional
freight cars and to the south a couple of
stub sidings to accommodate coal hoppers
for the heating plant of the old sanatorium.

NYCentral Modeler

Photos by David
On my version, I have modeled the
northern siding with a freight house and
only one of the southern stub sidings,
which accommodates three industries.
Lake Placid is modeled in a similar
manner. While there was a reasonably
sized yard at Lake Placid I did not have
the room, so have modeled the most
recognizable features such as Station,
freight house, turntable and Lake Placid
Coal towers.
I call this approach to modeling prototype
freelance. I’m not sure who coined that
phrase, but it resonates with me. For
example, the stations at Ray Brook and
Lake Placid are very good replicas, with
the Ray Brook station represented by the
depot that burned down in 1928. While
the towns on my layout are not modeled
as per the prototype, they have sufficient
recognizable features that visitors who
have been in the area can relate to.
Don’t get me wrong, I really admire and
appreciate the endeavors of those
modelers whose layouts reflect accuracy of
prototype locations and buildings. A great
example is Jack Burgess and his Yosemite
Valley Railway. Jack has narrowed his
modeling window down to a specific
month and year. While the structures and
rolling stock are very accurate models of
the prototype, even the scenery has been
faithfully replicated.
What I’m striving for is the correct overall
look and feel of railroading on the Saranac
Branch of the New York Central during
the 1950’s as well as its operational
characteristics. If some of my freight cars
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Saranac Branch of the NYC - Early 1950s - Part 2
and locomotives are not an exact replica,
then that’s ok with me.
What follows is a photo essay of the work
done on the layout since the 3rd Qtr. 2015
issue of the NY Central Modeler.

Ray Brook general store is the first building
you see as you enter the town. It was heavily
modified from a Bollinger Edgerly kit. The
church in the background is an old Walthers
kit.

Westside Auto is a recent release from Fine
Scale Miniatures. Like all the buildings in Ray
Brook, it has nothing to do with the actual
town. David just liked the look of the kit and
had fun building it.

NYCentral Modeler

This station is a replica of the building that
burned down in 1928. David really liked the
look of it in photos he had seen so had Rich
Cobb build a copy for me. The railway station
was really the only substantial building in
Ray Brook. On his layout, the town of Ray
Brook is much more prosperous!

Branch and Callanan were a major mill and
contracting company in Saranac Lake. The
mill manufactured doors, sash and blinds.
They built a significant number of buildings in
Saranac Lake and surrounding areas. The
modeled version once again uses significant
artistic license, predominantly its location!
The business closed in 1993.
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Saranac Branch of the NYC - Early 1950s - Part 2

The freight station was built from an
American Model Builders kit. An article by
Noel Widdifield covering construction of the
kit appeared in the 1st Quarter 2016 edition.

This building has absolutely nothing to do
with a prototype business. David built it from
a Bar Mills Models kit, as he liked the look of
the building. Simple as that! Clearly some
“bedding in” of the structure is needed plus
lots of details.

Champlain Valley Oil was once again located
in Saranac Lake. My model is composed of
kits from a variety of manufacturers. The
vertical and horizontal tanks are from
Campbell Scale Models and the truck-loading
platform and the pipes are from an old
Williams Bros. kit. The office/warehouse and
pump house were scratch built.

These are the only buildings that actually
existed in Ray Brook. Evergreen Camp was
built in the 1920’s along Lake Placid Road in
Ray Brook. They were acquired by Cal
Howard in the 1950’s. David’s version is built
from a Bar Mills Models kit. The sign was
made using Photoshop from a photo of a neon
sign found on the web. That’s passenger train
# 2 in the background on its way from Lake
Placid to Utica.

NYCentral Modeler
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Saranac Branch of the NYC - Early 1950s - Part 2

The Lake Placid Company coal towers were
situated on a siding that crossed Averyville
Road just before entering the station and yard
area. David purchased a watercolor painting
from Robert Frascella called “Lake Placid
Turn”, which showed the towers in the
background. It’s a wonderful painting, which
he tried to replicate on the layout. Here’s a
link to his web site.

That’s train # 104 about to depart Lake Placid
for Lake Clear Junction to make a connection
with train # 4 from Montreal. The way freight
in the foreground has crossed Main Street and
is continuing into the yard. The station was
built for David by Rich Cobb.

http://www.olddepotgallery.com/diesellocomotive-gallery

Local way freight crosses Main Street in Lake
Placid. Many more details to add to this area.
The buildings are mainly Design Preservation
Models kits.

NYCentral Modeler
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Saranac Branch of the NYC - Early 1950s - Part 2

These five photos show David’s NYC caboose
built from an American Model Builders kit as
described in an excellent article by Seth Lakin
in the 1st Quarter 2015 NYCentral Modeler.
When David sent the finished caboose to his
friend Thom Driggers for some weathering,
Thom made some further improvements to the
kit, including full interior detail!

This is a panoramic photo of the town of Ray Brook. It provides a good view of the detail David
has put into the layout.

NYCentral Modeler
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Saranac Branch of the NYC - Early 1950s - Part 2

These two photos provide a much closer view of the town of Ray Brook. You see many of the
structures David has described earlier in the article, but seen here on the layout.

Summary
So that’s it for the final two areas of my
layout that had not been started when I
wrote my article back in late 2015. There is
much more scenery to be completed,
particularly a forest that I’m building
between the Evergreen Motel and the
outskirts of Lake Placid. I need more trees
to complete it and am awaiting a shipment
from Sterling Models. Also the hidden

NYCentral Modeler

staging area of Lake Clear Junction needs
some scenery work done. I wasn’t
planning on doing this as it’s outside the
layout room and “hidden” in what is
essentially its own, easily accessible,
“cupboard” in my workshop area. But I’ve
changed my mind and am going to install
a couple of recognizable structures that
existed at Lake Clear Junction, such as the
water tower and the Route 30 overpass
bridge.
2nd Quarter 2017
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Saranac Branch of the NYC - Early 1950s - Part 2

That’s the Route 30 overpass on the right, which hides the entrance into the layout room. The water
tower and other features of Lake Clear Junction are also shown. A significant amount of scenery
work needs to be done. The platforms at the edge of the staging represent the Lake Placid station.
This whole area is actually a mirror reverse of the prototype, with no wye of course.

Now you see it, now you don’t!
The photo on the left was taken from the
Route 30 overpass bridge this photo gives
some idea of the overall impression of the area
David is trying to achieve. The photo was
taken by Philip R. Hastings and is from the
book The New York Central in the
Adirondacks by John Ham and Timothy
Mayers.

What would I do different if starting
again? Not much really. The bench top is
mostly two feet deep so in hindsight I
would not have installed switch machines

NYCentral Modeler
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Saranac Branch of the NYC - Early 1950s - Part 2
as I can easily reach in to flick the Micro
Engineering turnouts by hand.

as much of the actual tracks as I could, and
some more prototype buildings installed.

I would also try to replicate the actual
tracks of the two major towns of Lake
Placid and Saranac Lake. By the time I got
on the “prototype-freelance” bandwagon,
I had completed about 70% of the layout
and wasn’t inclined to go back and start
over. If I were to rebuild, I would try to get

Hope you have enjoyed the journey over
my version of the Saranac branch of the
New York Central.

As we continue our quest for a ready-to-run NYC 19000 caboose model, this shot reminds us of the
large number of them possessed by the NYCS. Photo NYCSHS Collection.

NYCentral Modeler
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The New York Central S-Class in Tinplate Form
Article by Keith Taylor

Photos by Keith

The New York Central S-class motor was
the inspiration for many tinplate makers in
the early Twentieth Century.

This shot of S-motor 6000 headed west with a
seven-car consist. This loco built in early 1904
was the inspiration for many models during
the next few decades. (NYCSHS Collection)

This is a Lionel # 150 made between 1917
and 1924; this was an O-gauge model and
an inexpensive model used in starter sets.

The two largest makers of toy trains back
then were the Ives Company of
Bridgeport, Connecticut and the Lionel
Company of Irvington, New Jersey.
Both firms maintained showrooms in New
York City, which was home to the Smotors that were based out of Grand
Central Terminal. The models offered by
these two manufacturers were of varying
degrees of accuracy and appearance. The
materials used by them varied by the
maker.
I will share with you some examples of the
various models produced by these two
builders. These models have been so
popular, that even today, reproductions
are made for those wishing to operate
these nostalgic locomotives on their home
layouts.
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The Lionel #152 was sold between 1917 and
1929 was a slightly larger version of the #150.

Lionel also sold many models in Standard
Gauge, which is 2 – 1/8” gauge and
substantially larger than the O-gauge
models.
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The New York Central S-Class in Tinplate Form
The other American maker of New York
Central S-motors was the Ives Company of
Connecticut. There models more closely
captured the appearance of the original
and the O-gauge models had bodies of
heavy cast iron.

The #38 locomotive is an 0-4-0 built between
1913 and 1923 and was a less expensive model
of the S class motor.

Ives O-gauge line included the #3217 sold
between 1911 and 1916.

The more expensive model was an 0-4-4-0 the
#42. These can be found with either a single
motor or a double motor. The #42 was also
available between 1913 and 1923.

The final iteration of the New York Central
S-motor from Lionel in Standard Gauge
was the Numbers 402 AND 408.

The #402 was available from 1925 to 1929 and
was a double motor model. The #408 was
basically the same locomotive, but with extra
brass trim and details. It was available
between 1926 and 1936. The locomotive in the
photo is a modern reproduction by MTH
Electric Trains.
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And the larger and more expensive 3238 was
sold between 1910 and 1917. It has a pilot and
trailing truck giving it a 2-4-2 wheel
arrangement.

After the First World War, Ives stopped
using the cast iron bodies as they were
brittle and in heavy play, if dropped from
a table, could break into many pieces. This
caused some concern among the
youngsters lucky enough to have been
given one of these as a present. Once
broken they were not easily repaired.
The #3241 was made between 1921 and
1925 and was Ives introduction to what
2nd Quarter 2017
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The New York Central S-Class in Tinplate Form
they called “Wide Gauge” trains, which
were essentially the same 2 – 1/8” gauge
that Lionel was selling as Standard Gauge.

Above is an Ives catalogue illustration of the
#3238 in O-gauge.
Ives offered #3241 in red paint ushering in
their line of Wide Gauge trains.

The catalogues that appeared at Christmas
during these years showed the models
available and often elaborate complete sets
that were obviously aimed at the wealthier
customers.

NYCentral Modeler

Below is a page from a Lionel catalogue from
the same time showing an expensive complete
train set.
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The New York Central S-Class in Tinplate Form
These toys provided children (and dads too!) many hours of fun and at the time, they
represented the latest advancements in railroad technology.

This is a photo of the original S-motor playing a bit part in the 1988 movie, The House on Carroll
Street. In this photo she is looking her best but is being pushed by an electric switcher that is
invisible in this photo. (Photo by J. W. Swanberg, NYCSHS Collection)

More than 100 years after she first ran the
rails, this beautiful locomotive sits
forgotten at Glenmont, NY. The center of
attention a century ago, no one seems to care
enough today. She is now stored by the
Mohawk & Hudson chapter of the NRHS
outside on an abandoned rail spur in
Glenmont,
NY
awaiting
funds
for
restoration.
The good news is there are two preserved
today. One is in the St. Louis Museum of
Transportation and the other one at the
Illinois Railway Museum (Photo by Matt
Giardino)

NYCentral Modeler
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The New York Central S-Class in Tinplate Form
Lionel’s Latest Offering -- S- Motors

Keith has provided us with a good history of the model train industry’s fascination with the NYC Smotors over the years, so it is appropriate that Lionel has introduced this classic locomotive again
in O-scale. This model is offered as “built to order” and appears to be a very authentic model of the
real locomotive. Lionel offered the first one exactly 100 years ago so it is really an anniversary
edition of this NYC locomotive.

NYCentral Modeler 2017 Authors – Hall of Heroes
We continue to encourage you to join us by doing an
article for the NYCentral Modeler. Not only does this
provide you with the opportunity to share your modeling
or collecting of NYCS models, it also allows you to join
the growing number of NYCSHS members who proudly
wear our “NYCSHS Magazine Writers” shirt.
If you love the NYCS and model or collect models of it in
some fashion, why not share your hobby with all of our
readers?
Afraid you don’t know how to write articles, or are not
good at photos, just contact us and we will help you
showcase your hobby here.
Email to: NYCSHS@verizon.net or call 703-407-3059.

NYCentral Modeler
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Join the NYCSHS Today and Be a Part of the Best

Visit the NYCSHS Collinwood Shop
As a NYCSHS member, you enjoy a 20% discount on many of the items in the store. We
offer a wide-selection of models, engineering drawing CDs and DVDs, movie DVDs,
NYCSHS calendars, a large collection of books on the NYCS, hats, T-shirts, sweatshirts,
jackets, polo shirts, dress shirts, towels, blankets, plaques, patches, mousepads, cups, and art
prints -- all with the NYC logo.
Our model selection includes NYCS locos, rolling stock, and buildings, and they all are at
20% off MSRP. For some of the locos this means a savings of more than $50 each.
To take advantage of this 20% savings, you must join today. Memberships start at only $39
per year and bring many benefits in addition to the 20% savings in the “Collinwood Shop”.
Join using the application on page 49 or Click here to join at the “Collinwood Shop”.

NYCentral Modeler
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P. O. Box 264, Emerson, NJ 07630-0264

2017
Regular Member- U.S. w/print Central Headlight
Regular Member-International w/digital edition
Options:-Contributing Member*
-Sustaining Member*
-Canada & Mexico Magazine Postage
-Other Countries Magazine Postage
Digital Edition of Central Headlight (US only)

$39.00
$39.00
add $11.00 _______
add $31.00 _______
add $15.00 _______
add $31.00 _______
add $15.00 _______
Total $______
I agree not to provide the Digital Edition to others by signing here:

You may also join by going to our on-line Society Store at: NYCSHS.net
Please fill in all blanks in the form below.

2017:

May the NYCSHS share your name, address, phone number and email
address with other NYCSHS members?
yes
no
49

New York Central System Historical Society, Inc.
P.O. Box 264, Emerson, NJ 07630-0264

2015
2017 Membership Renewal Form
Regular Member-U.S. w/print Central Headlight $39.00
_______
Regular Member-International w/digital edition
$39.00
_______
Life* (Return form to maintain membership)
$ ̶ 0 ̶
_______
Charter Member (Member #’s 1-350 only)
$35.00
_______
Canada & Mexico Magazine Postage
add $ 15.00
_______
- Other Countries Magazine Postage
add $ 31.00
_______
Reddssdfkjjjjjsddsfd
Options:
- Contributing Member*
add $ 11.00
_______
- Sustaining Member*
add $ 31.00
_______
Digital Edition of Central Headlight(US only)add $ 15.00
_______
Total
$_______
I agree not to provide the Digital Edition to others by signing here:

Life

Life categories are for existing Life Members only.

You may also renew by going to ourY on-line Society Store at: NYCSHS.net

May the NYCSHS share your name, address, phone number and email address with
_________________
other
NYCSHS members?
yes
no
2015
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Big Four 36’ Standard Boxcar (1897-1901)

Two C. C. C. & St. L. boxcars. Left car has 1897 lettering, Right car has 1905 lettering. Drawing by Kyle

Hello and welcome to another edition of
the Early Car Shop. In my first article for
the NYCentral Modeler way back in 2011, I
wrote in general about the Cleveland
Cincinnati Chicago and St. Louis railroad’s
standard boxcar 1897-1901 as part of a
scratch building article. In this article, I
am returning to the subject with more indepth information and drawings about the
prototype.

One of 700 cars built by AC&F (AC&F Photo)

Background and Specifications
The Cleveland Cincinnati Chicago and St.
Louis railroad (Big Four) began moving
away from the old thirty-four foot long
boxcars design, which had been the
standard for many years in favor of new
thirty-six foot cars. Their first large order
for these cars was placed with the Pullman
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Company in 1897. They were 36 feet long
and eight foot 3 inches wide inside with a
60,000-pound capacity. They had four 1
1/8-inch truss rods. The body had a oneinch camber in the middle; Janney
automatic couplers, Westinghouse air
brakes, Dunham doors, and a Chicago
corrugated galvanized steel roofs with
7/8-inch roof boards over the top.
The Chicago roof was essentially a double
roof with galvanized steel sheets that
formed the inside of the roof with a single
layer of wood roofing over the top. Any
water that got through the wood would
fall onto the steel and drain down the side
of the car through a small gap in the fascia
board.
The car used the Cleveland
Cincinnati Chicago and St. Louis railroad’s
standard arch bar trucks, which had a five
foot two inch wheelbase and 33-inch
diameter wheels. The car design remained
consistent between 1897-1901.
Big 4 Car Camber
It was common for cars built during this
period to have a camber or crown in the
middle of the car. Camber varied in
height from railroad to railroad.
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Although it is a popular belief that the
camber was achieved by tightening the
truss rods, the cars were built with the
camber in the framing and specified to be
present without the help of the truss rods.

One half of a Big Four boxcar after the NYC
Herald was added.

have small rectangular Pullman plaques
that state “Pullman’s Palace Car Co.,
Owner”.
Although the majority of cars were
ordered from Pullman, in 1900, 700 were
ordered from American Car & Foundry
numbered 5300-5999. The following year,
they ordered 1500 cars from Pullman
numbered 3800-5299. In late 1901, The Big
Four in ordered 30 more cars for the P&E
numbered 3750-3779.
In 1904, cars
numbered 3800-3999 and 8000-8999 went
to the Peoria & Eastern Railway. The
Official Railway Equipment Register
(ORER) suggests the existence of cars
numbered 3700-3749 and 3780-3799.
However, I have been unable to find
records for these cars and am unable to
assign a builder or lot number to them.

Orders for Thousands of Big 4 Cars
The first order was placed with the
Pullman Company in 1897 for 1,000 cars
numbered 9000-9999. The next year, they
ordered 1,000 more cars from Pullman
numbered 8000-8999.
In 1899, 2,000
additional cars were ordered from
Pullman with the numbers 6000-7999. Car
orders were large expenses for railroads
and many opted to make payments rather
than to outlay the entire amount. The Big
Four chose this option for cars numbered
9000-9999 and 6000-7999. The contract
between the Big Four and Pullman
Company specified that the Big Four
would make payments with interest on the
cars until the entire order was paid-off and
that Pullman Company would retain
ownership. Builder’s photographs of these
Pullman cars built by Pullman the cars
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Big Four boxcar in 1907 that has eluded the
paint shop keeping its original lettering and
"4". (Photo Detroit Public Library)

Big Four Car Lot Numbers and Dates
The Big Four ordered more than six
thousand of these cars mostly from
Pullman Company. The Lot numbers,
road numbers, and quantities are
presented in the table below.
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Color Lettering for Big 4 Cars
In 1897, the Big Four railroad not only
introduced a new numbering system for
its freight equipment, but also changed its
lettering scheme, replacing the “C. C. C. &
St. L” with “Big Four”. Cars ordered in
1897 were the first to begin their life with
“Big Four” on their sides. Because color is
not well documented on most early cars, it
is often an issue, and so it is fortunate that
the Pullman contract and specifications for
the 1897 cars still exist. It states that the
body, running boards, bolster, and body
are painted Metallic Brown, the Big Four’s
standard color, the iron is painted black,
and the lettering is painted white.
In 1905, equipment of the Cleveland
Cincinnati Chicago & St. Louis railroad
began to receive the New York Central
oval herald. A clear photograph that
shows a complete view of the 1905
lettering has eluded me. However the
placement of “Big Four”, the car number,
and herald appear to have maintained
NYCentral Modeler

their position, while the script lettering as
well as other specification moved over
time.
The photograph record shows some of
these cars lost their “4” on the door at
some point.

Big Four boxcar late in life with new roof and
doors. Photo Ray Breyer Collection

My illustrations show the cars as they
would have appeared when delivered, and
how they would have appeared around
the 1905 repaint. My diagram of the 1905
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car lettering was done using all of the
photograph evidence that I do have as
well as lettering practice of the time.
A Long Service Life of Big Four Cars
Cars are built between 1897-1901 for the
Big Four and the Peoria and Eastern
would have received various upgrades
through their life including new doors,
roofs, and safety appliances. The ORERs
indicate that some cars were upgraded to
80,000-pound capacity, but I have not been
able to determine how - or when - this was
achieved. The cars did have a fairly long
life. Until the 1920s, the cars numbered
into the thousands, but their numbers fell
fairly quickly after that. Despite their
apparent purging from the roster in the
twenties, there were more than 500 in
1930. In 1935, there were still twenty of
these cars hanging around almost 40 years
after they were first built.
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While many people aided me with this
article, I would like to especially thank Jo
Ellen McKillop Dickie and staff at the
Newberry library in Chicago who were
able to locate records that made this article
possible.
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---------------------------------------------------------

Design & Construction
The structure is a simple 2’ x 4’ wood
frame over 4’ x 6’ sills. The walls were
spruce siding with a spruce board roof.
One side of the roof had two hatches for
loading the coal. There was one board and
batten short door on one end for access to
the interior, presumably for the retrieval of
coal when the supply was low and
difficult to collect from the roof hatches.

NYC – Standard Coalbox. Perspective View –
Shaded Rendering. (MDD)

The purpose of the NYC coalbox was to
have a stock of coal available for use in
small structures and facilities that lacked a
dedicated coal storage area. Shanties and
small stations would get their heating coal
from nearby coalboxes. Every time there
was a need for coal, someone would walk
over with a bucket or two and carry it back
to their work area to stoke their stoves.
The
coalboxes
were
periodically
resupplied by a MOW train. A hopper or
a gondola loaded with coal would stop
next to the box and the coal would be
shoveled or chuted directly into the bins
through the open roof hatch1.

NYC – N.Y.C.S. Standard Coalbox. Drawing
Book C. (NYCSHS Collection)

General Notes and Observations
The original NYC drawing depicts a twobin coalbox.
The following drawings
show hypothetical one-bin and three-bin
versions.
Acknowledgements
This project was suggested by NYCSHS
Director, Dave Mackay. He identified the
drawings and provided several images for
the initial research.
This drawing article was developed in
collaboration with Larry Faulkner1. His
“Harmon Files” article follows after the
drawing pages and shows the assembly
and finishing of the coalbox project.

NYC – Standard Coalbox next to a NYC Privy.
– Location and photographer unknown.
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1 Information provided to Larry Faulkner by the late
Jack Shufelt.
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NYC – Standard Coal Box – Construction Sequence1
1

3

5

7

PAGE
1 OF 1

2

4’ X 6’ Sills

Roof Framing

Floor Boards & Interior Siding

Roof/Bin Doors

4

6

8

Stud Walls

Exterior Siding

Roof Boards

Side Door

This construction sequence is presented to illustrate the different building components and how they interact
with each other. In reality, several of these assembly tasks could have been conducted simultaneously.
1
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MODELING
NEW YORK CENTRAL'S
STANDARD COALBOX
Model photos by the author
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

These coalbox models are 3D printed
versions that Manuel did through
Shapeways. Then he made molds from
RTV and cast several in resin. From old
NYC drawings, it appears that the Putnam
and River Divisions used these coal boxes
extensively.

In progress Coalbox with open roof hatch.

I’m also using one of Manuel’s previous
articles on State Line Markers and the Mile
Markers that we had 3D printed. Manuel
had 3D printed every conceivable State
Line marker that was on the NYC
property. We also printed Mile Markers
for the area from Grand Central Terminal
up to Poughkeepsie.
We researched
through our digital photo files and books
to pin point their locations. We didn’t
plan to model every mile of this territory,
but the areas we do plan on modeling will
have the correct Mile Markers and they
will be placed correctly.

Welcome back for another edition of the
Harmon Files. I trust most of you are
getting some quality time modeling your
favorite NYC locale or favorite modeling
projects during the cold winter months.
As usual, Manuel Duran-Duran and I have
been quite busy with our modeling
projects either working on, or designing
new projects for our Electric/Hudson
Division future layouts.
Manuel is
becoming an expert with 3D printing
making special drawings and great models
from them. Lots of great opportunities are
coming down the pike for modelers with
this newer technology and we have a
bunch of projects in the works that we’ll
share right here in the pages of the
NYCentral Modeler. Stay tuned!
This Quarter we’ll focus on the NYC
coalbox and some miscellaneous models
from the last issue of the NYCentral
Modeler. See Manuel’s excellent article
preceding this one for more prototype
information and drawings.
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Because the coalboxes and concrete
markers are modeled in resin, all I had to
do was prime, paint and weather these
models. Quick and easy! Once the Mile
Markers and State Line Markers were
painted white, I used black acrylic paint
rubbed-on and wiped-off to fill in the
lettering. The following photos will show
the in-progress and finished models.

Two and One bin Coalboxs with closed
hatches.
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Raw resin castings prior to painting

Painted Mile Post Markers and finished Mile Post Markers

Etched Brass Shop Signs and finished State Line Markers

NYCentral Modeler
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NYCentral Modeler 2017 Authors – Hall of Heroes

Dan Howard was raised in former New Haven territory in eastern Massachusetts, leading to
his life-long ardor with the road. Interest in the NYCS evolved through living in New York
State’s mid-Hudson Valley for the past 24 years, although his maternal grandparents resided
in White Plains, NY, possibly planting the seed early. During his formative years, Dan spent
some time trackside and built a sizeable HO layout in the basement of his family’s
home. After a 25-year hiatus, he returned to the hobby and started constructing his current
layout in 2010. Having saved all of his old HO trains, and with a keen eye for quality as a
youngster, many of the structures and rolling stock from his childhood layout are still in use.
An avid rail enthusiast and photo-journalist, Dan’s photographs have been printed in Trains,
Railfan & Railroad, Passenger Train Journal, and Railpace Magazine. Articles of his have been
published in the Trains Magazine “Newswire”, Railfan & Railroad “Rail News” website,
Central Headlight, Railpace, and the Mass Bay RRE “Callboy”. A retired civil engineer, Dan
keeps busy by serving as the Vice President of the West Shore Model Railroad Club;
working as a Conductor on the Catskill Mountain Railroad, which until May of 2016
operated on the former Catskill Mountain Branch; and volunteering as a
Dispatcher/Motorman/Conductor at Seashore Trolley Museum in Kennebunkport,
Maine. During the warmer months, he likes to bike on nearby, former New Haven and
NYCS lines such as Walkway over the Hudson, the Dutchess County Rail Trail, and the
Harlem Valley Rail Trail. Mary, Dan’s wife of 25 years and best friend, occasionally
accompanies him on the rail or bike adventures, and at times gets the last laugh by poking
some light fun at Dan and his rail companions.
Because we failed to list Dan in our last issue’s “Hall of Heroes,” he gets this special page in
this edition. Dan’s first article for us about his modeling in the shadows of the Taconics
appeared in the 4th Qtr. 2016 edition and he writes about it again in this issue.
We know that Dan accepts our apologies for missing him in the Hall of Heroes in our last
edition and hope this somewhat makes up for it with this expanded feature on his activities.

Hall of Heroes- All NYCentral Modeler authors receive our brand new
NYCSHS Magazine Writer T-Shirt.
NYCentral Modeler
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Layout Operations--- A Realistic Approach
Article by Dan Howard
One of the ways that model railroad
layouts can be run is through prototypical
style operations. As indicated in my
previous article (4th Qtr. 2016 issue),
operating my layout in a realistic manner
provides the most enjoyment for me and
Noel thought the readers might enjoy
some more details on the layout
operations.

Photos by Dan

there is a wide distribution of readership
knowledge on the subject. However, this
article is written for a range of beginners
to intermediates, with a slight bent
towards those without railroad experience.
As we get into the details, you will see that
Digital Command Control (DCC) creeps a
little bit into the descriptions. This has
been kept to a minimum just to support
what is being described and how it is part
of the operations. For those who are not
aware, DCC is by no means a requirement
of operations as both DCC and DCpowered layouts can be utilized for
operations.
The Importance of Planning

In addition to action on the New Haven Main at
Boston Corners Jct., this photo displays some of
the paperwork Dan uses to operate the railroad.
Almost all of the printed matter, including the
card pocket labels, plus locomotive and train
cards not shown here, was generated through a
Microsoft Access Database he created. The
waybills in the car card pockets came from data
entered into an Excel spreadsheet he downloaded
from Wolfgang Dudler’s Westport Terminal RR
web site. In this article Dan explains how he uses
all of these resources to achieve realistic
operations.

This two-part series starts with a
presentation of the concept of operations
and the methods in use on my layout.
Some of you may find the details in these
articles challenging to follow while others
may see it as overly basic. I appreciate
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Because it realizes benefits similar to those
gained by preparing track and wiring
plans, operational planning is equally
important to do.
For those of you
exploring operations on an existing layout,
examine your existing car fleet, yards and
sidings. Think about the products that
could be carried in your cars, how the cars
might flow between origins and
destinations, moved by locals and road
trains, switched in one or more yards
along the way, possibly interchanged
between railroads (either actually or
fictitiously on your pike), and their final
destinations.
If you are starting a new layout or
expanding an existing one with operations
in mind, operational planning should be
your first step.
Maybe you have a
prominent feature such as a cement plant
or intermodal yard, or a specific set of cars
you want to work into the ops? What are
2nd Quarter 2017
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Layout Operations--- A Realistic Approach
the products to be carried? What kinds of
locals, yard jobs and/or road trains are
needed to support the operations? What
are the specific origins and destinations for
the traffic (both on and “off” the layout)?
By answering questions such as these,
create your track plan based on how your
intent to operate it fits into the available
space.
While my preference is primarily freight, a
friend of mine is planning an operational
passenger layout – just think about the
operational possibilities!
Switching
associated with terminal operations to
make up the passenger consists: Railway
Post Office (RPO) cars from the Post Office
tracks; Express cars to be added from the
Railway Express Agency track; One or
more Diners to bring in from the
commissary
tracks;
Passenger
car
storage/staging yards, just to mention a
few options. Out on the line you may
have to drop or pick up an RPO, sleeper or
passenger car at some of the station tracks.
When returning to the terminal, or
reaching another one, the trains need to be
broken down. Meanwhile, various classes
of passenger trains need to be scheduled –
which trains stop at which depots?
Maybe you want to try to work both
freight and passenger operations into your
layout. Lots of details to consider before
preparing a track plan, let alone laying
track.
Paperwork and Other “Nuts and Bolts”
That Hold Things Together.
On the layout, I utilize the following
documents and details for the operations:
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Employee Timetables (ETT) – Each of the
three railroads on the layout has a brief
ETT document. The current New York
Central System (NYCS) Taconic Division
ETT runs four pages and includes a list of
the daily trains with brief descriptions; a
listing of the tracks that require Dispatcher
permission to occupy; a table listing the
major sidings, crossings, and control
points; General Instructions; Instructions
to Yardmasters; and instructions on
Boston Corners Jct. Tower (the crossing is
controlled by NYCS).
Train Symbols – Just like the prototypes,
we are recreating, every train has a
symbol. Mine are mostly works of historic
fiction, although some are actual. Sources
such as old passenger timetables and
Arranged Freight Schedule books provide
guidance. If modeling the modern era,
there are a number of Internet sources for
freight train symbols, and for passenger
service a public timetable will provide the
train numbers.
Cards – Commercial enterprises that sell
car card and waybill documents for model
railroading. Utilizing Internet research
and my Microsoft Access database skills, I
was able to create all of the cards “in
house”, and printed them on colored card
stock. With multiple cards printed on
each sheet, a paper cutter was utilized to
cut down the cards to the correct sizes.
Cars – Every freight-carrying car on the
layout has a canary colored card with
pocket. Caboose cards are red and also
equipped with a pocket. All cards include
the initials of the road, as shown on the
car, the road number, the Association of
American Railroads (AAR) Car Code, and
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a common description.
The cards
measure 2 5/8” wide by 4 1/8” tall, which
was based on the pocket size needed for
the waybills (described below).
The AAR Car Codes came from
documents downloaded from the Internet.
To match the era I model, 1958 car codes
were utilized. I have also seen 1932 and
1987 versions of the Car Codes.

Caboose Card – The caboose card for
#17577

Example cards for tank cars and boxcars.

Locomotive – Each locomotive has a blue
card (and no, it doesn’t get updated every
90 days). The card it lists the railroad,
locomotive class, locomotive type, and
road number.
Additional
includes:

operational

information

Startup and Shutdown sequences – as
simple as F0 to turn-on or shut-off a
headlight to specific button or multiple
button sequences for the various sound
decoder-equipped units.

Example Cards for reefers and covered
hoppers. All of the locations identified on
the waybills, except for Greenspring
Creamery, a layout location, are or were
actual places.
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Road Speed – the maximum speed
number required to run the locomotive by
using 28 DCC speed steps.
Stopping Distance - all locomotives have
been programmed for acceleration and
deceleration momentum; although in most
cases the deceleration is not fully
prototypical because there is insufficient
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room to run out a scale mile on the layout
to stop a train. Because most of the soundequipped units have a “brake” feature, the
stopping distances provided on the card
indicate the number of 40’ cars it will take
to stop a train at road speed both, with
and without, utilizing brakes.
Supplemental Operating Instructions This is where locomotive-specific features
are listed for the sound decoder-equipped
units.
For all decoders of the same
manufacturer, features have been mapped
to the same function for each locomotive.
Where possible, features have been
mapped to the same function regardless of
manufacturer.
For example, for all
locomotives equipped with a braking
feature, F7 will engage the brakes; and for
dimming the headlights, F4 is consistent
across the fleet.

Locomotive Cards – Here are two
locomotive cards for NYCS power on the
layout. With the 2110 being a soundequipped unit, its card contains more
details than the SW9’s card.

NYCentral Modeler

Train – All trains have a white card, which
indicates the railroad, train symbol,
starting, and ending point, a brief
description of the job, and specific
instructions for the run.

Train Card – The train card for the North
Adams yard/local provides general
information for the job.

Train Cards – The train cards for the NR-6
road job and BC-5 yard/local job. The
NR-6 card is double-sided to include the
RN-11 train information, one of four
trains on the layout with reversible cards.
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Waybills - While I could have purchased
or spent a lot of time and effort creating
waybills either by hand or electronically,
experience has taught me to seek out the
work of others and avoid reinventing the
wheel at all costs!
By chance, I
electronically “stumbled” into Wolfgang
Dudler’s Westport Terminal RR website at
http://www.westportterminal.de/
Delving into the details of his site, I found
that he had posted a download link to a
Microsoft Excel spreadsheet document for
generating waybills – just what I was
looking for!
On one page of the spreadsheet, you enter
data for up to 12 waybills. This includes

the AAR Car Code, initial car location and
“spot”, and up to four sets of
Lading/Destination/Spot details. From
this data, two other spreadsheet pages are
generated which, when duplex printed,
can create two-sided, four destination
waybills. Some of my waybills are twosided, while others are only one-sided
with two destinations. Depending on the
data entered into the tables, modification
of the font sizes was necessary for it to
properly print out without truncation.
Similar to the cards, the waybills were cut
down to size using a paper cutter. They
measure approximately 1 ¾” wide by 2 ¾”
high.

Example screen shot of the waybill data entry page of the spreadsheet.

Example screen shot of the waybills generated on another page of the spreadsheet.

NYCentral Modeler
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Layout Operations--- A Realistic Approach

Dan’s layout showing a switcher moving
some rolling stock. You can see that Dan is
split in his loyalties between the New Haven
and the NYC.

Waybills 1 – With all four destinations
shown, we see one example of how LCL
freight is “moved” on the layout. The car
originates in New York City, goes first to
the NYC Freight house in North Adams,
and is then sent to New Haven. From
there it goes to Utica Transfer, and then
back to the Freight house in North Adams.
Off-layout destinations are reached on
trains that go to staging.

Waybills 3 – With the exception of
Southern Oil in Pine Plains, all of the
destinations shown on these waybills are
or were actual locations.
While the
layout is a work of historical fiction,
application of historical research brings
enhanced reality to the operations.

NYCentral Modeler

Switch Lists
Although I don’t regularly utilize switch
lists, I have them available, as some people
prefer to use them with operations. In
plain terms, a switch list is just that – a list
of cars by road initial and number, in the
order that they appear on the train, with a
column indicating the car’s destination. It
usually also includes the cars that need to
be picked up along the way. In the real
world, any train crew that has switching to
perform uses either a paper or electronic
switch list.
For some modelers, switch lists can be a
great first step to operating the layout
before creating cards or utilizing other
identification methods.
For other
modelers, switch lists are the way they
perform operations and it works out great.
It is all about personal preferences and
what works best for you and those who
may join you to operate the layout. My
preference not to use switch lists regularly,
which is a little less realistic operationally,
is because I do not wish to generate paper
that is used once (or twice if you duplex
the printing) before being recycled.
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A friend and fellow West Shore Model
Railroad Club (WSMRRC) member has
provided invaluable feedback from his
experiences operating my layout, which
has resulted in improvements to the
operational documents.
When he is
scheduled to work as the Boston Corners
Yardmaster, I now utilize a switch list for
modified purposes.
Instead of the
normally intended use, the sheet is a list of
incoming cars to the yard (another
prototypical document). By listing the
destination of each car on the incoming
train, he knows which cars are going to be
dropped, and onto which outgoing trains
(or to the interchange track) the dropped
cars need to go.

NYCS Switch List – This switch list was
used by the Boston Corners Yardmaster on
12/2/16 to help him distribute the
incoming cars on train RN-11. While the
last 5 cars on the train continued on the
train to North Adams, the first 17 were
NYCentral Modeler

dropped in his yard. This list helped him
properly block and set out the cars, and he
made the check marks after each car, or
cut of cars, had been spotted where they
needed to go.
Other Operational Features:
At each lineside customer or freight house,
there is a pocket for the car cards
associated with the cars on the siding(s). I
utilized double sided DVD/CD disc
sleeves with a piece of white cardstock in
the rear pocket to give them additional
firmness. One source is Staples®, Item
Number 481495, and a box of 50 costs
about $13. Each yard job also has a pocket
for the locomotive/train card combination
for the job. Using the computer, I printed
out adhesive labels to identify each pocket.
In cases where the adhesive starts to lose
its grip over time, clear packing tape is the
perfect fix.

Cards for cars spotted at lineside customers or
freight houses are placed in labeled DVD
sleeves attached to the layout. NH Boxcar
171085 is at the NH Freight Depot in Boston
Corners and two cars are on the NYCS siding
at H.B. Miller. Between the sleeves is the cup
hook for holding the clip of train cards while
switching these locations.
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At the yards, interchange locations, freight
houses, and lineside customers I screwed
cup hooks to the underside of the layout.
These hold either the train cards while
switching at that location, or with the
addition of metal binder clips, they hold
the car cards that are placed on the yard or
interchange track.

BC Yard track labels 2 – in this overhead
angle view we see the track labels for the
Boston Corners Yard over the cup hooks
and binder clips for the cards. The string
of cars that includes the tanks is on Track
1; the caboose, PRR Box and NYC Stock
car are on Track 3. The first three tracks
in the foreground are the New Haven
Main, Boston Corners Siding, and the
Interchange track.
The three municipalities on the layout and
control points identified in the ETT’s have
printed, large font labels on the fascia. I
have printed labels glued to the fascia
above the cup hooks for each track.

NYCentral Modeler

North Adams labels – At North Adams we
see the card sleeves for the SX-8 switcher
and NYCS Freight House, and cup hooks
with clips to hold train cards for the road
job and cards for incoming or outgoing
cars not spotted at the freight house
platforms. GP20 2110 with its caboose
and one of the outgoing boxcars is on the
lead to Track 2 at the freight house.
B&M’s two-track North Adams yard is in
the foreground, with its labels, sleeves and
cup hooks/clips to the left out of view.
As mentioned in my last article, there is a
box of “Situation” cards at Boston Corners
Jct. While not a hard-and-fast rule, the
crew of every train that passes the Jct. is
encouraged to select a card when the last
car clears the crossing. Each card has a
“Freight Train” and “Passenger Train”
section, and indicates either “Highball No Defects”, or presents a delaying
situation requiring a response from the
crew. There is about a 30 percent chance
that a crew will be presented with an issue
requiring their attention.
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layout helps me to remember where I left
off when operating the layout solo over
the course of several days.

Boston Corners Jct. 2 – The location label
for Boston Corners Jct. is placed on the
box that holds the Situation cards. RN-11
is northbound across the diamonds, one of
the Society’s Pacemaker cars is in the
consist.
There is also a card pocket attached to the
layout that is labeled “Next Train”. In the
pocket are 20 cards, one for each of the
regularly operated trains on the layout.
With various road jobs, yard jobs, and
locals, the operation is choreographed so
that the cars are in the right place when
needed to go out on the connecting trains.
Mostly for use when operating the layout
on my own, it reminds me which train to
run next, as I usually run a full session by
myself over the course of a number of
days.

Although the same trains run each session,
the operation is varied.
Not every
customer car swap or interchange is onefor-one, and with two sided waybills,
destinations can vary between both
customers and railroads, resulting in
different numbers and consists of cars on
the trains. The limiting factor in my case is
track space in the New Haven and NYCS
staging yards and the Boston & Maine
staging area. As long as the road trains fit
into their staging locations, distribution of
the cars among the yards and destinations
on layout generally isn’t a problem. When
I expanded and added the Boston & Maine
section to the layout in the fall of 2016, the
complexity of the operational planning
was quite challenging. It took the printing
and use of a few extra/optional waybills,
along with a couple of run-throughs of the
complete operations to have it all balance
out.
Now that you have seen the details by
which the layout operates, Part Two of this
series will describe an operating session
from the viewpoint of someone watching
or riding along with the NYCS crews.

Next Train – A pocket holding cards for
the 20 regularly scheduled trains on the
NYCentral Modeler
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Seth Lakin’s NYC SW-1 Switchers in the Next Issue

Seth ‘s NYC 8435 SW1 Phase II is one of two units he modeled and in the next issue he tells us about
this little diesel that emerged from EMC’s LaGrange, IL plant in 1938. Everything you want to know
about the SW1 and how significant this locomotive was to the railroads and the NYCS.

Watch for David Horn’s S-Scale Modeling in the July 2017 Issue.

This is another photo of David’s hi-rail S-gauge layout. Watch for his article in the next edition. It
promises to provide an excellent perspective of his NYCS empire.

NYCentral Modeler
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Brad Andonian Finally Finishes Some Rich Yoder Gondolas

Brad has had these gondola and cement canisters for some time. Recently, he was able to assemble,
paint, and letter them to add interesting detail to his consists. See how in the next issue.

Bob Shaw Converts and Overhauls a Lionel 622 Switcher

The top photo shows the switcher before Bob began his conversion and the lower photo shows the
final transformation. Read all about it in the July 2017 issue of the NYCentral Modeler.

NYCentral Modeler
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John Mercurio Models the B&A in O-Scale

John models the Boston & Albany in O-scale and his locomotive terminal is what he considers one
of the major focal points on his layout. Unfortunately, his article didn’t come to us in time to be
part of this edition that comes out just before the NYCSHS 2017 Convention in Boston & Albany
territory, but you will get to see it in the July edition.

Ed Enyedy Builds His Collinwood Turntable

Ed submitted the article on finishing his Collinwood area of his HO-scale layout and it promises to
be a very interesting article. The view above shows the finished product and we will be telling us
how he conceived and built this fine model in an upcoming issue.

NYCentral Modeler
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Roger Murphy Continues with Chapter 3 of the Weehawken Terminal

Roger reminds us that the “Devil is in the Details” in chapter 3 of his ongoing series on the NYC’s
Weehawken Terminal that he models in HO-scale. This chapter will tell us about his adventures in
making his model version of the Terminal come alive and also tells us about a few mistakes he made
in the process and how he corrected them. It promises to be an interesting article. Look for it in the
November issue.

Will Boyle Wants Us to Know About the NYC NY4 – “Hot Train”

Will uses several models of rolling stock to model the NY4. This is one of the Westerfield stock cars
that are available in the Collinwood Shop. Read about Will’s modeling in the November issue.

NYCentral Modeler
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NYCentral Modeler – “Mystery Photo”

Tell us what you think this piece of equipment might be and where it was found. Send your answers
to NYCSHS@verizon.net

NYCentral Modeler
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Some more of the wonderful ads for locomotives from the 1950s
We found some vintage advertisements for the New York Central and wanted to share them.

NYCentral Modeler
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Vintage NYCS Advertisements & Posters

The ad on the left, appearing in Time magazine in March 9, 1942 shortly after the inagural run of the
Empire State Express emphasizes speed, comfort and good food at the Commodore Hotel in New
York City. The ad on the right tells people about all of the new passenger equipment that the NYC
has purchased following the end of WWII.

These two ads from the Saturday Evening Post advertise different aspects of railroad travel that
appealed to different levels of travelers. Economy on the left and high class travel on the right.

NYCentral Modeler
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The upcoming 2017 NYCSHS Convention reminds of us the Boston & Albany, was an important part
of the NYCS. It also reminds us of the size and complexity of facilities that serviced steam
locomotives. Look at the size of these locomotive terminals in West Springfield, Beacon Park, and
Renssalaer in the days of steam. Lots of inspiration for modelers.

NYCentral Modeler
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Final Thoughts
By Noel Widdifield

This section shows what is now available in the Collinwood Shop. www.NYCSHS.net.

We continue to add new selections that feature the NYCS in books and models. Take a look
at the shop and see what we offer in interesting and unique items that allow you to celebrate
the NYCS.

NYC Color Photography of Ed Nowak by Bob Yanosey
Books 1, 2 & 3

Morning Sun Publisher Bob Yanosey pays tribute to NYC's company photographer Ed Nowak. After
a brief description of Ed's career, we tour the property through gorgeous color images preserved on
4” x 5" negatives taken during the late 1940s and all of the 50s, when color film was a rarity. The tour
includes Hudsons, PA's, Mohawks, passenger equipment and employees. All of the photos are
captioned by the men who took them. Reproduction is very good, but be aware that in a few cases,
the film's emulsion shifted a bit over the years. When this happens, the image appears a bit "fuzzy",
and the colors look faded.
Morning Sun Books publishes this 11” X 8.5” X 0.5” hardcover book in horizontal format. It is
printed in China, was copyrighted in 1992, and has 128 pages and 150 large photos with
captions. NYCSHS members who are signed into their accounts will enjoy pricing at 20% off retail;
Ohio residents must add 8% sales tax.

MSRP $45.00 NYCSHS Members' Price $36.00 and that is
20% off MSRP.
http://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/Morning-Sun_c_102.html

NYCentral Modeler
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NYC 19000 Tongue and Groove Wood Side
Caboose Kit (HO-Scale)

We only have a few of these. They are different from the plywood side cabooses.
Other than the NYC Hudson locomotive, the 19000 series cabooses with their distinctive low cupola
were an icon of the New York Central Railroad for many of us. These cabooses lasted from the early
1900s well into the 1960s. Many of these cabooses were inherited from predecessor railroads but
were rebuilt between 1912 and 1926 with common features resulting in more than 2000 of these socalled standard wooden cabooses.
This model represents these standard tongue and groove wood sided cars. Some served until the
end of the railroad.
This model is a craftsman kit and requires purchase of trucks and couplers that are not included with
the kit. The kits come with a set of decals so that you can number the caboose as you wish.
These kits are not of the same model of caboose that we have commissioned to be delivered next year
as ready-to-run models of the tongue and groove versions of this caboose.
The MSRP for these kits is $59.95, but are offered to NYCSHS members for 20% off at $47.96 plus
shipping and handling costs. Ohio residents must pay 8% Ohio Sales tax.
http://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/American-Model-Builders-Laser-Kits-HO-Scale_c_76.html
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Accurail HO-Scale 36' Wood Boxcars

This new Accurail model is the first widely available, 36-foot boxcar model introduced since the
MDC/Roundhouse cars in the early 1970s. The model represents a newer prototype and many lasted in service
until the K brake interchange ban of 1953. Several railroads upgraded the brake systems for continued service.
Other lines used these cars in maintenance service after 1953, while some lines converted the cars to cabooses,
rider cars, and line side sheds over the years.
The P&LE, CI&S, and PMcK&Y are wood end cars; the NYC, B&A and CCC&StL cars have steel ends.

MSRP $17.98 each. NYCSHS members price $14.38 and that is 20% off MSRP.
Shipping will be added and Ohio residents must pay 8% Ohio Sales Tax.
http://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/Accurail-HO-Scale_c_70.html
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Intermountain HO- & N-Scale PS2-CD
Covered Hoppers

6 Road Numbers
Pullman-Standard introduced the PS-2CD covered hopper in 1962, and it
helped change grain shipping forever.
Delivery expected 1st Qtr. 2018.
HO-scale - MSRP $42.95 each. NYCSHS members price $34.36 and that is 20% off MSRP.
http://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/Intermountain-HO-Scale_c_96.html
N-Scale - MSRP $26.95 each. NYCSHS members price $21.56 and that is 20% off MSRP.
http://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/Intermountain-N-Scale_c_105.html

Shipping will be added and Ohio residents must pay 8% Ohio Sales Tax.

New York Central System Diesel Locomotives (DVD Version)

By William D. Edson with H.L. Vail, Jr. and C.M. Smith
Published by the NYCSHS in 1978 and Re-Issued in 1995
Now Available for the First Time in a Digital Version
MSRP $35.00 NYCSHS Members' Price is $27.00 and that is 20% off MSRP.
Shipping is free, but Ohio residents must pay 8% Ohio sales tax.
To order: http://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/Engineering-Drawing-CDs-DVDs_c_17.html
NYCentral Modeler
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Walthers HO-Scale Branchline Trains NYC Woodard Station Kit

Books, Books, Books

All NYCS Books can be found at:
http://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/Morning-Sun_c_102.html
NYCentral Modeler
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TrainMaster, LLC HO-Scale NYC Section House Kit

This section house was the mainstay of track maintenance for many decades on railroads. The NYC
placed their unique structures every few miles on the right of way so crews had ready access to tools
and supplies. Also, a speeder was stored there so the track gang could move easily up and down their
assigned stretch of track. This is an exclusive NYCSHS model.
Order at: http://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/The-TrainMaster-Structure-Kits-HO-Scale_c_83.html

TrainMaster, LLC HO-Scale NYC Trackside Structures Kit

Track maintenance and safety were a priority for the NYC. To keep on top of both took manpower
and resources. To aid this effort, the railroad placed their standard, 12’ x 18’ section house every few
miles for easy access by the track gang. Plus, they used two different styles of privies (pit latrines)
for the inevitable call of Mother Nature. The switch cabin provided some shelter for the trackmen.
This kit was designed and produced in conjunction with the NYCS Historical Society. You will be
proud to place these buildings on the high iron and secondary lines around your pike.
Order at: http://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/The-TrainMaster-Structure-Kits-HO-Scale_c_83.html
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Express, Mail & Merchandise Service

Here is an interesting look at rail express service and merchandise traffic on railroads from the early 1900s
through 1960s when railroad personnel handled packages and merchandise - everything from baby chicks and
cornflakes to money and machinery - and got them to their final destination. A wonderful historical reference
for modelers and railfans, this book covers depots, freight houses, and terminals plus dedicated trains, special
cars, and delivery. Learn about train operation, car movement, and more. The book contains many photos and
references to the NYC services for this traffic. It is an excellent primer for those interested in knowing about
how the railroads handled this type of traffic.
Non-members $21.99. NYCSHS Members $17.59

Order at: http://nycshs.net/Kalmbach_c_113.html

Our Newest Model Releases
Bethlehem Car Works HO-Scale NYC Horse Car Kit

Kit #1231
Horse Car Craftsman Kit with Brass Car Sides
Trucks, wheels, and couplers are not included.
MSRP $87.50 each. NYCSHS members price $70.00 and that is 20% off MSRP.
Shipping will be added and Ohio residents must pay 8% Ohio Sales Tax.
http://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/The-Bethlehem-Car-Works-Inc_c_108.html
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Intermountain N-Scale NYC 1938 20th Century Limited
Diner/Kitchen & Post War 20th Century Limited Diner

Features:






Accurate painting and lettering
Wire grab irons
Interior details
Interior lighting
Truck mounted knuckle couplers
Delivery expected September 2017.
2 Road Numbers - Must Be Selected

MSRP $49.95 each. NYCSHS members price $39.96 and that is
20% off MSRP.
Shipping will be added and Ohio residents must pay 8%
Ohio Sales Tax.
http://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/Intermountain-N-Scale_c_105.html
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Bluford Shops NYC, Central Indiana Railway Company, and
Detroit Terminal Railroad HO- & N-Scale Transfer Cabooses

Pre-order by March 2017. Delivery Scheduled for Autumn 2017.

HO-Scale MSRP $49.95 each. NYCSHS members price $39.96 and
that is 20% off MSRP.
http://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/Bluford-Shops-HO-Scale_c_77.html

N-Scale MSRP $37.95 each. NYCSHS members price $30.36 and
that is 20% off MSRP.
http://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/Bluford-Shops-HO-Scale_c_77.html

Shipping will be added and Ohio residents must pay 8% Ohio Sales
Tax.
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Walthers HO-scale Passenger Car Trucks

We offer a large selection of 4-wheel and 6-wheel passenger trucks
for heavyweight and streamline passenger cars. They are very
accurately modeled trucks.
http://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/NYCS-Passenger-Car-Trucks_c_147.html

Tichy Train Group Freight Car Decals In N-, HO-, S, or OScale

And these are just a few that we have to offer.
MSRP $4.00 - $6.00 each. NYCSHS members price $3.40 - $5.20 each and that is 20%
off MSRP.
Shipping will be added and Ohio residents must pay 8% Ohio Sales Tax.
http://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/NYCS-Decals-All-scales_c_98.html
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Accurail HO-Scale NYC 40' Wood Stock Car Kit

Easy-to-assemble car kit features a one-piece detailed injection-molded body with most details molded in place, realistic
decoration with end reporting marks, underbody details, trucks with Delrin® wheelsets, nonmagnetic axles and
AccuMate(R) magnetic knuckle couplers. This kit is great for modelers of all skill levels and includes complete
instructions.

MSRP $17.98 each. NYCSHS members price $14.38 and that is 20% off
MSRP.
Shipping will be added and Ohio residents must pay 8% Ohio Sales Tax.
http://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/Accurail-HO-Scale_c_70.html

Micro Trains NYC ACF Center Flow Covered Hopper (NScale)

This 3-bay covered hopper with round hatches is painted grey with black lettering and runs on Barber Roller
Bearing trucks. Built in 1964 as part of series 886000 – 886096, the NEC system was the largest of the eastern
railroads in track mileage and second only to the Pennsylvania Railroad in Revenue.

MSRP $29.95 each. NYCSHS members price $25.46 and that is 15% off MSRP.
Shipping will be added and Ohio residents must pay 8% Ohio Sales Tax.
http://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/Micro-Trains-N--Z-Scale_c_82.html
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NYCSHS Model Offering Thoughts
Almost daily, Dave Mackay, NYCSHS Modelers Committee Chair, and I review the model offerings
coming from all of the manufactures available to us. We review company emails, catalogs, flyers,
websites, forums and other sources to find NYCS models to offer to our members at discount prices.
We believe that this is an important service to our members so that they can obtain the latest NYCS
models that come on the market. We also do it so that the NYCSHS can generate income from the
Collinwood Shop to continue to offset the cost of providing our members with unique and important
services.
In most cases, these new offerings are advertised by the manufacturers far in advance of the actual
delivery dates so that they can obtain enough pre-orders to make the model offering viable
financially. This is how these manufacturers stay in business. They are in business to make money
and are not necessarily modelers themselves. This is important for us to remember. If they don’t
make money, they won’t offer models.
Sometimes this causes the problem of offering models for pre-order and not always delivering them
on the promised delivery date or sometime not delivering them at all if they don’t get enough preorders.
None of us like this aspect of the business, but it is a reality. We receive many complaints from
members about this part of the business. But the reality is we must ask you to either pay a deposit or
pay the full price when you pre-order because we are committed to the number of models we preorder from the manufacturer. We are not in the business of stocking inventory to sell later. We
simply cannot afford to do that.
If we ask for a deposit, we must then contact the person who ordered to ask them to pay the
remainder of the price of the model. This has caused us a lot of work in the past. Some simply never
answer us, some take forever to acknowledge our request and some complete the order quickly. In
some cases, we have ended up with models we can’t sell or that we must sell at greatly reduced
prices, losing money. It always amazes us that some people give up the deposit without completing
the sale. It really helps us if people respond quickly to the request for final payment.
We are all volunteers and we put in a lot of our time trying to make the Society supportive of our
members. You can help us if you follow through on any pre-orders, understand that we don’t control
the manufactures, and continue to purchase items from the store to help the Society remain a
financial success.
Of course, you can always send me an email with your thoughts and suggestions to
NYCBigFour@verizon.net
Thanks, Noel
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2017 Convention Goodies
2017 NYCSHS Convention T-Shirts

These are 100% cotton and come in gray in sizes S, M, L, XL, XXL and XXXL with and without
pockets. Members’ Price $17.00 – Non-Member’s Price $25.00. Order now and pick up at the
convention to avoid shipping costs or, if you are not coming to the convention pay the shipping and
get it after the convention. Purchasing at the convention will add Massachusetts’ sales tax. Ohio
residents purchasing in the store will pay Ohio sales tax after the convention. (XXXL & Pocket Plus $2.00)

Boston & Albany Railroad Main Line and
Branches Val Map DVD

A DVD with complete sets of Valuation Maps, Track Sketches, Signal Diagrams of the Main Line and
Branch lines for the Boston & Albany Railroad. The images are on indexable PDF files that can be
opened in any web browser. You will need Adobe Reader (available for free on the internet, just
Google 'Abobe Reader') or equivalent. Free shipping. Price to NYCSHS members is $40.00 and

$50.00 for non-members. Ohio residents add 8% Ohio sales tax. Massachusetts’ sales tax will be
added to purchases at the convention. http://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/Engineering-DrawingCDs-DVDs_c_17.html
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2017 Convention Goodies
Accurail HO-Scale Boston & Albany 36’ Single
Sheath for Wood Boxcar

Pictured above is the artwork for the 2017 NYCSHS Convention Car. These will be available at the
convention in May in the Collinwood Shop Convention Store. They will also be available for sale
after the convention in the Collinwood Shop online. These are unique cars done exclusively for us.
MSRP $27.50 and NYCSHS Members $22.00 plus Massachusetts sale tax if purchased at the
Convention. Add shipping if purchased online. Ohio residents must pay Ohio sales tax.
When the railroad-building craze hit the US in the
1830's, the political and commercial interests in
Boston sought to access the vast market potential
in the burgeoning west. A rail charter was granted
to build a line west from Boston to the New York
line. After the first leg to Worcester, the Boston and
Worcester, was rapidly completed. The rest of the
line, the Western Railroad of Massachusetts, ran
through the Berkshire Hills. It was surveyed,
designed and constructed by a talented civil
engineer, George Washington Whistler. His route
was graded for double track from the beginning. His
marvelous stone arch viaducts, known today as
Whistler's Arches, between Chester and Middlefield,
have been designated National Historical
Landmarks. This DVD represents 55 years in the
history of the B&A and the Western! From the
B&A's own Hudsons and Berkshire locomotives in
1934, to Conrail C32-8's and Amtrak F40's in 1990,
with NYC and Penn Central diesels in between, this
is the definitive history of this busy line to Boston.
NYCSHS Members’ price $22.50 at show. MA sales
tax will be added.
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Do you love the NYC? How about helping the
NYCSHS preserve the memory. Do your part.

Preview Of 3rd
Quarter 2017 issue

If you have read this edition of the NYCentral Modeler, you can’t help
but be impressed by the fine modelers out there in our membership.
You also should have been impressed with all of the things we are
doing to help you model the NYCS. We have been publishing great
articles from many of you in all scales. We note that several other
Historical Societies’ modeling magazines have gone out of
production from lack of member articles. Don’t let that happen to
us.
We really do need your help to keep all of the momentum going in the
Society. A lot of work is being done to improve our support to
members. We need articles and photos for this magazine. We need
some people to work with us on the Membership Committee. We
could use more help in the NYCSHS archives, backup people for the
website and the Collinwood Shop, and someone with some financial
knowledge to help out our Treasurer.
We all are busy, but it only takes a few hours a month to help us out.
We have gotten a few new volunteers now working with us. They
believe that the Society is a priority for them. How about you? Why
not join the fun and excitement of involvement in something that is
really worthwhile. Just do it!!! NYCSHS@verizon.net

Seth Lakin has a two-part
article that looks at the 103
SW-1s that the NYC
possessed.

Always looking for
good articles and
photos for the 3rd
Qtr. 2017 edition.
Let us see your
handiwork.

Watch the website, www.nycshs.org, for more information and
updates. For questions and inquiries, contact Noel Widdifield at
NYCBigFour@verizon.net

David Horn provides us with a look
at his hi-rail S-scale layout in the
next issue.
As we head into the spring modeling season, the NYCHS would very
much like to include an article by you in the next issue that will be
released in the 3rd Qtr. 2017 edition. You should be doing a lot more
with your layout or modeling as we head into winter. If you will be
building things for your railroad or running your trains, this would be
a good time to take some photos and do an article for us. We really
would love to hear about your modeling or see your layout. We offer a
good opportunity to showcase your talents or collection. Even if you
don’t feel you can write an article, just send us some photos of your
layout. We need them for all of our publications, but to make the next
one, send them to us by May 15, 2017. NYCSHS@verizon.net
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Bob Shaw will show us how he
converted a Lionel 622 switcher to a
NYC one for his expanding layout in
the July 2017 issue.
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